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PREFACE

During the last decade, hingelss rotorcraft have been the subject of substantial research, development, and testing, because of their
potential for reduced maintenance, improved performance, and better flying qualities. Production of hingeless rotorcraft is now under
way. Experience has shown that, compared to articulated rotors, hingeless rotors are more demanding with respect to tne dynamic
design. Structural integrity, gooo handling qualities, and flight stability depind on a proper assessment of the dynamics problems, much
more so than for articulated rotorcraft.

This report reviews recent work on the flight dynamics of hingeless rourcraft, with emphasis on concepts rather than on details
The usual divisioq of aircraft dynamics into rigid body flight dynamics and structural dynamics that include vibrations and aero-
elasticity, is not applicable for rctorcraft, especially hingeless rotorcraft. Elastic blade deformations greatly affect handling qualities
and must be included in a discussion of hingeless rotorcraft flight dynamics. Here, a somewhat arbitrary line is drawn btween flight
dynamics and structural dynamics. Phenomena that involve blade torsional modes leading to potential classical flutter and phenomena
that involve the higher blad: bending modes and elastic fuselage modes essential for the vibration characteristics of the rotorcraft are
relegated to structural dynamics. Phenomena that involve the lower blade flap and lag bending modes - including blade torsional elastic

< deflections, but excluding torsion dynamics - and the rigid-body modes are relegated to flight dynamics. This division assumes that
blade torsional natural frequencies are sever.' times greater than the rotor rotational frequency, which is true of current lifting rotors
According to the dividing line drawn here, . - resonance phenomena and other low frequency instabilities in flight belong to flight
dynamics and are included here.

Although of great importance for the overall design, material selection and their properties are not considered here Only lifting

rotors are considered, omitting the special problems of hingeless tilting prop/rotor aircraft. Of the various feedback control systems,
only those for the inner loop are considered since they can strongly couple with the elastic rotor modes. This survey report is not
directed primarily to the dynamics specialist but rather to the rotorcraft design engineer who wishes to be introduced to the
flight-dynamics problems of hingeless rotorcraft and to the methods for their solutions known to date.

Chapters 1 to 6 are almost purely descriptive with a few simple equations in chapter 4 that define several blade coupling parameters
and, in chapter 6, that define several feedback parameters. Chapters 7 and 8, in addition to descriptive material, also contain mathemati
cal formulations of the basic methods discussed. Most of the literature is cited in chapter 2, on the history of hingeless rotorcraft,
in inverse chronological order within each section. The reference list has in appendix containing relevant recent publications not cited
in the text.

C

SYMBOLS

Most symbols used are defined in the text. A few often recurring symbols are listed here.

a airfoil lift slope

C blade chord

CM M/zrR p(f2R)2 ; hub moment coefficient in rotating reference system, positive down

lb  blade flapping moment of inertia about rotor center or about equivalent flapping hinge where noted
N blade number per rotor

P dimensionless blade flapping frequency

R rotor radius or hub rigidity parameter

a angle of attack
6 blade flapping angle, defined as slope of line from rotor center to blade tip, positive up

01 = -a, forward cyclic flapping

Oil = -bl left cyclic flapping

y acpR 4 /lb, blade Lock number (a = 5.6), or glide-path angle

C" blade lead angle
0 blade pitch angle, positive nose-up

01 = -0s forward cyclic pitch
Oil = 0c  left cyclic p:tch

f fedback system phase angle; also azimuth angle that defines mixed-flow region

X dimensionless inflow velocity, positive up, also real part of eigenvaiue

pU rotor advance ratio
p air density

0 cNhrR, rotor solidity ratio

4phase angle of control system

4 blade azimuth angle from aft position

a angular speed of rotur

WO3 blade flap natural frequency

aW blade lead-lag natural frequency



SUMMARY

The state of hingeless rotorcraft research and development in the NATO countries as of 1973 is described. The Scope of this report
is limited to flight dynamics (as defined in the Preface) since most of the hingeless .otorcraft poblems have occurred in this area. In the
Introduction, the specio. place of the hingeless rotoilraft within the family of rotorcraft is considered. The chapter on the history of

hingeless ruturcraft desuribes the hiiigeless rotor research and development uf the various rotorciaft manufacturers and the hingeiess
rotoi research at goverrmnent laboratories and universities. A hieiarchy of dynamic. concepts from isolated blade dynamics to irplete

tutoribody dynamics is intioduced. The effets of the basic rotor design parameters on flight dynamics are traced ana cerdiii hingeless
rotorcraft problems are tueated ii sume detai. A special chapter is devoted to the alleviation of hingeless rotor flight dyraincs problems
by reedback control systems. Finally, analytical modeling techniques, niathematical analysis techniques, ind model and flight testing
techniques for hingeless rotorcraft are discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

To view the various hingeless rotorcraft types within the entire family of roturcraft, the rotors are first classified according to
nge arrangements and then according to flapwise and inplane bending stiffness. Some comments on the flight Lharacteristics of
different rtorcraft types conclude the Introduction.

1.1 Rotor Classification According to Hinge Arrangement

There are many different rotor blade hinge arrangements and many names for each arrangeme, it. The hingeless rotor has been called
rigid rotor, nonarliculated rotor, or semirigid rotor, the latter term having also been applied to the Bell teetering rotor. Actually, the
hingeless rotor (as presently used) is noi really hingeless, since only flapping arid lead lag hinges have beei, removed but not the
feathering hinges. Truly hingeless rotors are presently being developed and these may be called bearingless rotors.

Again, for the floating or gimbaled hub configurations where the blades are all rigid!y interconnected without individual flap or
lead-ldV iiinge , but where the hub can tilt with respect to the rotor shaft either freely or subject to elastic restraints, there is a problem
of definition. Such types have been called "semirigid" or 'semihingeless," but a better term would be "hingeless floating." When tnere
are two blades per rotor, this configuration is identical to the teetering rotor. Another ,otor configurotion widely used for tail rotors is
one where flapping hinges are retained but lead lag hinges are omitted. It seems logic l to call this type semihingeless. Such an arrange
ment has also been used with d floating hub, as in the McDonnell rotor, which would then be termed "semihingeless floating." In maly
rotor configurations, the thrust bearings that asorb the blade centrifugal force are replaced by internal torsion packs or external straps.
in this ,ase, the feathering hinges contain crly radial bearings. The preceding terminology will remuin the same also for configurations

where the metal bearings in any of the hinges are replaced by elastomerc bearings. The terminology used for the seven hinge arrange
mens is presented in table I.

TABLE I HINGE ARRANGEMENTS

Term Definition

Articulated One flap, lead-lag, and feathering hinge per blade

Seriihingeless One flap and feathering hinge per blade

Semihingeless floating Same as before with floating hub

Hingeless One feathering hinge per blade

Hingeless floating Same as before with floating hub

Teetering Same as before with two blades per rotor

Bearingless Truly hngeless

1.; Rotor Classification According to Blade and Hub Flexibility

The effect of blade bendrj fiexibility on articulated rutoiLcraft flight dynamics is noticeable but not substantal and an analysis

that adumes the blades are rigid iri bending is often adequate. However, this is rot true for hingeless rotors. For hingeless rotor
configurations. flapwise soft blades ,vith flapwise natural frequencies (at normal rotor speed) of 1.05 to 1.1592 are distinguished from
tiapwise stilt uiades with such frequencies at 1.4 or more. As discussed later, the rotcr derlvatives of flapwise soft and flapwise stiff
hingeless rotors are quite different.

The classification with respect to inpane blade uendiiig stiffness of sumihingeless or hingele.s rotors is related to the problem of
multiblade lead lag dynamic instability, which is ,alied jliot very logically) ground or air resonance, depending on whether the
instability occurs on the ground or in the air. Ground resonance has always been one of the main ,yriamic problems of rotorcraft. This

type of dynamic nfstafl ity ccuis when a body vibration mode with horizontal rotor hub moun has a natural frequency equal to the

rotor rotation trequency minus the blade lead lag natural fiequency, unless the body mode and the lead lag blade mode are both

sufficiently damped Without aerudynamic forces on the blades, giound resonance cannot occur if the blade lead lag natural frequency
is hiqhr than the ritur rot3tional frequency. Arti,.uiated blades cannot satisfy this condition and require friction or hydraulic

dampers lor the Ul,.ot leadlag mutiui in additiun to adequate damping of those body modes ioi which frequency coalescence is

possiltk The most 1ietidl node is usually the roll mode on the ground where the stiffness of the main landing gear determines the
naturai frequency of the body. The theory of ground resonance was originally developed by Coleman )ref. 1.1) and improved in

reference 1.2.

Fur senihingeless or hieless roturs, the blade lead lag natural frequencV can be raised above the normal rotor rotational

frequency in ils case, ground resonance of the Coleman typF .e., the blade aerodynamic forces are not considered) cannot occur.

Neither tlhe uild(Je ieidlag motions nor the landing gear requ re dampers to prevent the instability on the ground. suth blades are

considered stilt inpiane. Semhineless or hingeless roturs desibned with the blade lead lag natural frequency below the normal rotor

rotational frequency are called soft inplane Such !blades havP a ,ossver rotor speed at which the blade lead lag natural frequency

equdis tlhe roto [t,iltiUill frequency. Below this (.'ossover rotor speed, ground resonance of the Coleman type cannot occui. Above

this crossover trequeiicy, the same piecautions must be taken as for articulated blades. If the rotor rotational frequency minus the blade

lead liag natural frequency equals the frequency of a body mode having horizontal rotor motions, the i both the blade lead lag motion

and the body motion must be sufficiently damped

The Luleman aialitcal model for ground resonance, which neglects blade aerodynamic forces, is approximately vahd for

artiLulated olurs uperatifng on the ground. For hingeless rotors on the ground ano for any type of iotor in flight, aerodynam.c effects
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become important and must be included in a stability analysis. The difference between "soft inp'ane" and "stiff inplane" configurations
•' is then not as straightforward as indicated by the Coleman analytical ,,idel. When aerodynamic coupling with flapping and feathering

motions is included, a stiff inplane configuration i no guarantee against mrultiblade lead lag instability. For a soft inplane configuration,
these aerodynamic couplings can be used in such a way that, despite frequency coalescence, mechanical damping of the lead lag blade
motion and of the body mode on the ground may not be necessary.

All these phenomena are discussed in more detail later since they are intimately related to the flight dynamic aspects of hingeless
rotorcraft design. These introductory comments are intended to give the rationale for the adopted categorization of rotor systems and,
at the same time, dispel the long-held notion that stiff inplane rotors are inherently more stable than soft inplane rotors. Both types have
their special problems, and a careful flight dynamics analysis that goes far beyond the Coleman analytical model is needed.

In listing the 12 rotor types of table II, one must consider that stiff flapwise rotors occur only in hingeless rotors and are stiff

inplane. The bearingless rotor with a flap-torsion flex beam is not listed. It could be derigned either stiff inplane (ref 1 3) or soft
inplane (ret. 2.53). Since the truly hingeless rotor is still in the initial stages of development, it will not be discussed here.

TABLF II ROTOR TYPES

Rotor Flown during Manufacturer

Articulated 1920's Cierva (Autogiro)

Semihingeless soft inplane Fairey (Rotodyne)
stiff inplane McDonnell (Convertaplane in cruising) and tail rotors

soft inplane-Sernihingeless floating sotpan-
stiff inplane I 1950's McDonnell (Convertaplane before conversion)

soft flapwise, 1960's Bolkow, Westland
soft inplane

Hingelesssoft flapwise, 1960's Bell, Lockheed

stiff inplane

stilt flapwise, 1970's Sikorsky (ABC)
stiff inplane

Hingeless floating soft inplane 1940's Doman
stiff inplane 1960's Bell (Tilt prop/rotor)

Teetering soft inplane -stiff inplane 1940's Bell, Hiller

Among the 12 rotor types listed in table 11, only the 3 "hingeless" types are considered here. As shown latei, there are essential
dynamic differences between rotor types with the feathering hinges rigidly attached to the hub, and for which almost all Lending
deformations occur outboard of the feathering hinges in the blades proper, and rotor types for which part of the bending deflections
occur inboard of the feathering hinges. The ratio of inplena/out-of-plane flexibility of the inboard flex elements does not chdr, q with
blade pitch changes, while this ratio does vary with blade pitch setting for the flex elements outboard of the feathtring hinges
Accordingly, the soft flapwiae rotors are divided into subclasses with soft flapwise and stiff flapwise hubs For stiff flapwise rotors, this
difference does not occur since the hub must also be stiff flapwise. The gyro-controlled Lockheed rotor is uniqL , Thus six hingeless
rotor types are indicated in table III; in all cases, the hub is stiff inplane.

TABLE hlI HINGELESS ROTOR TYPES

Blades Hub Manufacturer
Soft flapwise, soft inplane Soft flapwise Westland

Soft flapwise, soft inplane Stiff flapwise Bolkow, Vertol

Soft flapwise, stiff inplane Soft flapwise Bell

Soft flapwise, stiff inplane Stiff flapwise Bell

Soft flapwise, stiff inplane Soft flapw se, gyro-controlled Lockheed

Stiff flapwise, stiff inplane Stiff flapwise Sikorsky (ABC)

'.3 Comments on Differences in Flight Cl'aracteristics
The present discussion is limited to the effects of fiapping configuration on flying qudhties There are four flap)pin( L.uifigurations

* F 1 Hingeless floating (for two blades equivalent to teetering)

* F2 Articulated with flapping hinge offset

* F3 Hingeless soft flapwise

* F4 Hingeless stiff flapwise

In the sequence given, the hub momemt per unit cyclic pitch iiut is zero for F 1, moderate for F2, substantial for F3, and large for F4
Configuration F 1 uses only tne moment of the rotor thrust vector with respect to the aircraft center of gravity to L oitrul pitch and roll
One advantage of this configuration is the ease with which the fuselage attitude can be trimmed in cruisinq flight wheru mintmu draui
fuselage attitude is important The rotor attitude for a given speed is determined only by the parasite drag The fuselage attitJde Can )e
changed by positioning the horizontal tail without causing hub moments or dynamic blde stresses The hoverig attitude ol this con
figuration is sensitive to fore and aft c.g. shifts The instability with angle of attack tha' increases with inc easing forward speed in( is
typical of many rotorcraft, can easily be overcompensated by a smail horizontal tail or by a riose up fuselaqe trimni moment which ri
quires that the center of gravity be forward of the rotor thrust vector.

For configuration ' 1, the pitch and roll control power ner unit cyclic pitch input depends on the g load fa( tWr Control power is
reduced for pushovers or downward gusts and increased for pullups, coordinated turns, or upward gusts Since ,it a zero( q load fac'Ur
the control power is almort zero, a I.mit is imposed on maneuverability If the hub tilting m, tios are elastically restrained(, som
cunsroi power is available even at a zero g iad factor. Pitch and roll damping depend on the 9 !oad factor if the ,,ne way as the
control power and are zero at zero g. For adequate control power and damping in normal flight, the rotor must be sulficiontly above
the fuselage that an adequate distance between rotor and aircraft c.g is achieved
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Configuraton F2. with offset flapping hinges, uses both the moment of the rotor thrust vect(or withl respect tu the aircraft L.. and

the hub tilting moment for pitch and roll control and damping. The hub moment contribution is typically 20 to 40% of the total rutu,
moment about the aircraft c.g. Control power and damping are not zero at a zero g load factor. Fort and aft e.g. shifts havt less effect
on hovering attitude. However, both c.g. shifts and fuselage attitude trim cause alternating hub bending momeits. Angle of attack
instability at forward speed is more difficult to compensate. The rotor can be moved closer to the fuselage, which iakes for a more
compact configuration, but rotor/fuselage interference drag can become a problem.

Configuration F3 generates substantial blade root bending moments. The hub tilting momenit and, to a lesser degr ., the ihust
moment witlh respect to the aircraft c.g., provide pitch and roll control as well as pitch and roll damping, which are now affected very
little by the g-load factor. The c.g. can be shifted ft. e or aft with a relatively small effect on hovering attitude. The rotu, .an be placed
closer to the fuselage. Because of the increased control power and pitch and roll damping, the time constants of the contruls are much
shorter than for articulated rotors. Step control inputs produce a constant angular rate response within a fractiun uf a second compared
to 1 to 2 seconds for articulateo rotorcrait. A disadvantage is that the fuselage attitude with iespect to the rotor annot be changed
without producing high oscillatory moments in the blades arJ rotor hub and high horizontal tail loads. Changes 11 c.y. position have les
influe:ice on flight characteristics but produce oscillatory blade and hub moments and thus are limited by structural fatigue
considerations. The angle-of-attack instability in forward fhght is increased compared to articulated iotorcraft and must be
compensated with a larger horizontal tail. If the tail incidence is incorrect, additinnal alteindting blade ,IrJ hub moments are generated.
Substantial cross-control effects may exist, including roll with pitch cootrol, pitch with roll control, and pitch with collective control.
Pitch-roll cross-damping effects may also oe substantial. Methods to alleviate these problems, such as blade structural coupling or
control feedback, are discussed later.

In conf:guration F4, all the features listed for F3 are more pronounced. Since attitude differences between rotor and fLselage are
practically impossible, large aircraft attitude changes between hovering and forward fligit are unavoidable. A large horizontal tail is
required to compensate the rotor angle-of-attack instabilty. Since the cross-control and cross damping effects are also much greater
than for F3, this configuration has been considered only for counterrotating rotors where some of the cross-coitrol effects are
compensated. However, the pitch with collective coptrol change remains. One problem typical of configuration F4, and to a lesser
extent F3, is the mismatch between the large cyclic pitch necessary for trim and the small cyclic pitch input required for maneuvering,
which leads to longitudinal control oversensitivity that worsens in the upper flight-speed range.

A few comments will be made concerning high advance ratio operation when an auxiliary fixed wing and auxiliary propulsion are
used. Because the rotor is unloaded by the fixed wilg, configuration F1 requires airplane type controls at high furward speeds. Rotor
attitude can be adjusted independently of the fuselage and wing to obtain low rotor dynamic loads. C ,nfiguration F2 loses control
power with increasing fixed-wing lift sharing and needs a large hinge offset ,f airplane-type contlis aie not provided. Configuration F3
does not require airplane-type controls even for low rotor lift. However, maneuvering with the rotor controls pruduces considerable
oscillatory blade and hub loads. Also, reducing the rotor speed to relieve blade tip Mach number reduces control power. If
counterrotating rotors are used for configuration F4, high rotor lift can be retained at high advance ratio so thit a f xed wing is not
required. However, auxiliary propulsion is still nfeded to reach high advance ratios. With auxiliary piop-.'.un, large attitude changes
between hovering and forward flight can be alleviated.

2 HISTORY OF HINGELESS ROTORCRAFT

The history of hingeless rotorcraft is first presented within the general history of rotorcraft, covering all types listed in table II. A
brief history of the hingeless types is then given in the order of table Ill, followed by a section on hingeless rotor research outside the
aircraft industry. The history of the U.S. rotorcraft development up to 1955 is summarized in reference 2.1. The first rotorcraft to
reach substantial forward velocities was built in the early 1920's by Crerva. It had an autorotating lifting rotor. Cierva first tried a
semihingeless rotor, probably soft inplane, but this was not satisfactory. From what is now known, this was a difficult configuration.
The blades had very low lead-lag damping and, because of the flapping hnges, there was no way to obtain effective aerodynamic body
damping at zero thrust. The semihingeless, soft inplane configuration was later used by Fairey in the tip jet driven Rotodyne, w,iich
experienced ground resonance problems. The hingeless fioaing, soft inplane configuration is Jynamicall similar to the semihingeless
type and it is also deficient in aerodynamic body damping. It was developed in the 1940's and 1950's by Doman, who also experienced
problems with both ground and air resonance.

Beginning with the semihingeless, soft inplane rotor, there are three methods by which the design can be impioved with respect to
ground resonance. Cierva's solution was to adopt the damped lead-lag hinge. The Cierva C B was introduced in 1928 from England to the
U.S. by Pitcairn, and fully articulated blades with lag hinge oampers have bee., widely used ever since. A second method, later used ,n
the McDonnell and Bell convertaplanes and in many tail rotors, is to stiffen the blades in the cfLordwse d~rection so that they are stiff
inplane, which prevents ground resonance. The third method is to retain the soft inplane bladcs but oirit the Ocapping hinges. This
hinge'ess rotor configuration was adooted by Westland in England and by Bolkow in Gerriany in the 1960 S although nut specifically to
alleviate ground resonance. As mentioned before, the Coleman ground resonance analysis is conservatie tot hingelehs rotorcraft since
aerodynamic effects are important even when the rotor is operateo on the ground Experience has snovvn that soft ip lane, hingeless
rotorcraft can be designed without mechanical blade damping if frequency positioning and aerodynamic cuupiig effects are properly
used. Otherwise, they require only relatively small blade damping devices that can be of the elastomeric type.

The stiff tnplane blade was used not only in conjunction with flapping hinges, as in the McDonnell aiid Bell cinvertaplanes and in
many tail rotors, but it was also edopted for hingeless rotorcraft developed by Bell and Lockheed in the 1960's. Although the
Coleman-type instability is not possible with these rotors, multiblade lead lag instabilities involving aerodynaminct blade fo ces did occur.
The original McDonnell design as tested in dynamic models had such an instability even without 4.ouphing wvith a budv i.ude. The

instability was removed for the full-scale aircraft before flight testing by reversing pitch lag coupling in the senise of pitih up ;Jlth lag
(ref. 2.2). The Lockheed design also had a variety ot lead-lag instabilities involving coupled flapwise, feat.. ing. aiid body moutirns (ref.
2.50). The in-tabities were discovered in flight testing. The original Bell hingeless floating prop,'rotor design was a'.u sul ,ect tu ltad Ia
instability and had to be modified (ref. 2.30). Historically, it appears that the stiff inplane configurations were more triuclesunie wrh
respect to instabilities than the soft iplane hingeless configurations, despite the fact that these v.onfiguiatiuns are ='ee of the
Coleman-type instability.

The hingeless rotorcraft listed in table III are not the first to be flovn. Before Cierva, many helicopter experiment w .re
conducted with hingeless rotors, for example, those by Br6guet, Dorand, and others. In the 1930's, after Cierva introduced the
articulated rotor, Wilford developed the cyclic-pitch-tcontrolled, hingeless gyroplane and contributed to the development of the cyclic
and collective pitch contiulled hingeless ,,Uaxial helicopter built by Rieseler. (This was an early predecessor of the stiff fiapvise
Sikorsky ABC helicopter.)

Of the 10 configurations in table II that have flown, only two have been widely produced the articulated rotor developed in th-
1920 s and the teetering rovi developed in the 1940 s. These two configurations have been continuously improved Snce th.ir ,ncept.oii

__ - ____ ___ --3
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to obtain better pelormatice, better flying qualities, lower mainteuance, and lower vibration levels. Nevertheless, with historical
perspective, it is surprising how little planned development work went into lifting rotors compared to engines or fixed wing airframes.
Tests with dynamically similar Mach or Froude scaled rotor models were nonexistent for most prototypes or inadequate in their
parameter "ariations. Essentiai enalytical tools to support Ifting rotor design have only recently been developed. For this reason, after
more than 50 years of rotorcrzlt technological development, it is not known which of the various rotor configurations is best for a
certain task and how to optimize the rotor not only with respect to performance hut also with respect to flying qualities, weight,
maintenance, vibrations, and iife-cycle cost. The hingeless rotorcraft have begun to compete with the articulated and the teetering
configurations; possibly this competition will involvw a much closer look at the lifting rotor development problem as a whole.

2.1 Westland Hingeless Rotorcraft

Westland Aircraft Limited in Yeovil, Somerset, U.K., began the development of the Westlind W.G. 13, s isequently named the
Lynx, in 1967. The soft flapwise, soft inplane, soft flapwise hub configuration was selected mainly for its simplicity and ease of
mainteriarce. For flying qualities, an effort was made to depart as little as possible from the characteristics of the offset hinge
articulated rotor. The rotor design goals were to minimize the hub moment per unit cyclic pitch input. For hing less blades, torsional
deflections from combined flap and lead-lag bending are an important factor (treated in more detail later). The Westland design
philosophy was to minimize this bending torsion coupling as much as possible.

The Lynx rotor head (fig. 2.1) has tapered inboard titanium flex beams of elliptical cross section, conve'Itional feathering hinges

with needle roller bearings and tension-torsion bars to transmit centrifugal loads, and a circular outboard titanium flex element. The flat
hub with the four flex beams and feat, ering hinge housings is made from a single titanium forging. Outboard of the feathei ing hinge,
the inplano and out-of-plane stiffnesses are approximately equal because of the circular flex element. This feature togethe- wit,1 a
relatively high blade torsional and control stiffness alleviates structural feathering feedback. The blade nplane natural frequenc at
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Fig. 2.1 Rotorhead and blade attachment of Westland W.G. 13 Lynx helicopter

normal rotor speed is 0.64S2, the crossover rotor speed is about 0.45R, and the blade out of plane natural frequency is 1.0992. The lag
dampei; provided may produce more damping than necessary. The blade Lock number is 8.2. The Lynx variants have gross weights from
8300 to 5300 Ib and are powered by two Rolls Royce BS 360 engines that have a maximum contingency rating of 900 shp The
four-bladed rotor is 42 ft in diameter with 15.5-inch blad - chord, The cruising speed cepends on the gross weight of the variant and
ranges from 140 knots at 9500 lb to 160 knots at 8300 lb. As of mid 1973, 600 flight hours have been accumulated, about 200 flight
hours on one flight-test aircraft. Production delivery i; planned for mid-1975.

To improve high-speed flying qualities, a vertical acceleration feedback into collective pitch is provided, which indepcndent of
the automatic stabilization equipment (ASE), and is considered an integral part of the basic flight controls The dynamic stability
analytical effort conccntrated on the problem of avoiding ground and air resonance snce the soft inplane configuration is vulnerable in
this respect. No dynamic models were used in the development. However, a Scout helicopter was modified to carry a 32.3 ft hingeless
rotor that was dynamically similar except for lower blade torsional frequency. The Scout first flew in August 1970, and had
accumu!ateJ about 40 flight hours when flight testing of the Lynx 'hegcn in March 1971 Both the Scout and the Lynx are equipped
with blade lead-lag damoers. Apparently no major flight dynamics problems have been encountered Pilots were able to adapt quite well
to the higher control sensitivity compared to articulated rotorcraft, the small amount of control cross cousling proved to be
unobtrusive. Development of the ASE has led to acceptable aircraft handling characteristics in turbulence.

In publications and sales brochures, the rotor system is called "semirigid" - not a very good chara'terization of the systenm since,
according to table III, it is the most flexible of all hingeless rotors The term "semirigid" appaiently stems from the earlier usage of the
word "rigid rotor" applied to the Lo(kheed, Bolkow, and Bell types, which are nearly as flexible as the Westland rotor, at least in flap
bending. According to table III, the Westland hingeless rotor has a "soft flapwise hub" while the Bolkow hinqeless rotor has a "stiff

flapwise hub." Publications on the development of the Westland hingeless rotorcraft are listed as references 2.3 to 2 8

2.2 Bolkow/Vertol Hingeless Rotorcraft

Bolkow GmbH in Ottobrunn, F R Germany, began its fiberglass hingeless blide development in 1961 After whirl stand and
wind-tunnel testing, the development of the BO-105 began in 1964. Almost all bending flexibility ,as allocated to the blades The rotor

- - .0
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head ifig. 2.2) is a ,anmum forging that includes integral housings for the feathering bearings. Tensin torsion straps carry the centri
fugal load. The blades are tuneu to provide a flap-bending natural frequency of about 1.122 and a lag bending frequency of about .65n.
The low mplane natural frequency is achieved by a relatively large trailing edge cutout at the blade root. The BO 105 helicopter has a
skid gear and no blade lead-hag dampers. Because of the relatively high damping of the fiberglass blades with fibers wrapped around a

ROTOR STAR
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Fig. 2.2 Rotorhead aid blade attachment of MBB BO-105 helicopter.

single retention bolt, freedom from ground and air resonance is achieved wil a precone angle of 2.5' and a chordwise c.g. of 24.5%.
Lead lag damping is increased or decreased when the blade coning angle is respectively greater or less than the precone angle.

The BO-105 helicopter with a maximum gross weight of 5070 lb, is powered oy two Allison 250 C20 turbines each having a maxi
mum raung of 400 ho. The four-bladed rotor is 32.2 ft in diameter with 106-in. blade chord. Tf'e blade Lock number referred to
the virtual flapping hinge is 7.9. As of mid-1973, 20,000 flight hours have been accumulated on 101 aircraft with a maximum of 1200
flight hours on one aircraft. The cruising speed at sea level is 125 knots. A dive speed of 170 knots has been reached. The maximum
load factor at 100 knots was 2.4 based on a gross weigh, ,i 5070 lb. Production began in January 1971.

According to a license and cooperation agreement with Sud Aviation, a three-bladed, 33-ft diam rotol ci the Boll, ow type was
installed on an Alouette II and was extensively flight tested beginning in eaily 1966. Flight testing of the 60 105 helicopter began
somewhat lati,- in February 1967. The Sud Aviation tests with the Bulkow three bladed hingeless rotor were continued with the more
modern SA-340, which began flight tests with the Bolkow rotor system in April 1967. The flap bending frequency was 1.1512 and the
precone angle was increased from 2' to 4^ . Ground resonance was observed at low cullective pitch settings. Other problems were also
encountered, including a reversal of the maneuvering stick force gradient and high blade loads in autorotation at reduced rotor speed
These problems were solved in part by modifications (ref. 2.17). However, for the follow up production version of the SA 341 Gazelle,
the hingeless rotor design was abandoned and an articulated rotor was used. The blade lead lag natural frequency was unusually high be
cause elastomeric lead-lag dampers were used. Through mergers, the original Sud Aviation is now Aerospatiale Helicontdres and the
original Bolkow GrnbH is now Messerschrnitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH (MBB).

N In earier publications on the Bolkow rotor, this type was called "rigid rotor." Later the term "hingeless rotor" was used.
According to table III, this type is a stiff hub hingeless rotor versus the soft hub rotors developed by Lockheed, Bell, and Westland
Boeing-Vertol has adopted the stiff hub rotor type for its Model 179 UTTAS helicopter presently in ae' elopment. Publications on the
Bolkow,Vertol hingeless rotorcraft development are listed as references 2.10 to 2.23. The flight mechanical effects of the hingeless rotor
are emphasized, in particular the use of the potential structural coupling inherent ir, the stiff flapwise hub hingeless rotor design to
avoid ground and air resonance and to obtain good handling qualities despite the substantial angle of attack instability of the hingeless
rotor at high forward speed In addition to ilie work related to the Model 179 UTTAS helicopter, Boeing Vertol also performed
substantial design, analysis, and experimental studies toward a tilt prop/rotorcraft with the stiff hub type of rotor Full scale tests ofiths rotor were conducted in the Ames 40-by 8-ft Wind Tunnel. References 2.14 and 2.21 pertain to this work, reference 2.9 is a useful
review of VTOL d inamncs.

2.3 Bell Hingeless Rotorcraft

Bell Helicopter Company, Fort Worth, Texas, began experimenting with hingeless rotors in the late 1950's A Model 47 J was first
modified to replace the teeterng retor with a three bladed hingeless rotor, 33 ft in diameter, which hd flap bending flexures between
the hub and feathering hinges The flexures wire subsequently removed and the diameter of the rotc was rduced to 31 6 It, resulting
in a "stif inplane, stiff hub' conhiguration This rutorcraft was flight tested by NASA in 1962, and Huston and Tapscott reilorted (ref,
2.34) substantially increased control power and damping Although the test rotor was fabricated from standard teetering rotor
components, the flight loads remained within oiw dvign fatigue loads. About 50 flight hours were logged on the various three bladed
hingeless rotor configurations of the Model 47 and XH 13H, In 1962. Bell built a larger three-bladed hingeless rotor 142 ft in diameter)
from standard UH lB hub components and modified 21 in. chord blades This rotor had flap bending flex elements between hub and
feathering hinges and falls in the category "stifl inplane, soft flapwise hub " The modified UH 1B helicopter was flown :o 151 knots
The same rotor was fitted in 1963 to a commercial Model 204B fuselage, and blade root cuffs were added to rmduce rotor power,

In 1964, a four-bladed hirgeless rotor, 44 ft in diamete., again featuring the soft flapwise hub, was fitted to the commercial NA,del
204B helicopter and flon to 150 knots in a slight dive In 1965, this rotor was evaluated on the Army Bell ' ,; performance
compound vehicle with fixed wing and auxiliary let propulation The vehicle was flown to 196 knots but .xhibited a high 4'rev
vibration level at that speed In 1966, the diameter of the four bladed rotor was extended by an inboard non.eatherinq housing to in
crease the lifting capability of the rotor Both 10 twist and 6' twist blades were available A flight seed of 130 knots was achieved.
Hovering maneuvers gave the critical loads in the mast, limiting the offset c.g. capability In 1968, the same rotor was installed on the
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T-55 powered Model 583 test vehicle and flown to 147 knots at 9,000 lb and to 138 knots at 12,000 li gross weight. The standard Bell
electronic stability ad control augmentation system (SCAS) was also found to work well with the hingeless rotor by reducing gust
response and improving phugoid-mode stability. In 1969, an improved version of the toui bladed, 44 ft diam rotor with 6' twist and
thin blade tips was installed on the high- performance compound helicopter and used in the High Mach Number,'High Advar ,u Ratio
Flight-Test Program. Flight speeds up to 220 knots were achieved with the hingeless rotor and a teetering rotor was tested to 274 knots.
Maneuvers of 1.8 g were performeo with the teetering rutor at 226 knots dnd maneuvers of 2.3 9 were performed with the hingeless
rotor at 200 knots. About 70 flight hours were accumulated on the various four bladed hingeless rotor configurations up to 196C.

in 1969/71, a four-bladed hingeless rotor, 49.3 ft in diameter, was designed and built. It featured d forgtd titanium rotor hub with
integral flexures, stainless steel blades, and automatic electrical scissors folding of the two blade pairs for ground storage. This rotor had
flown for 127 flight hours as of July 1, 1973, reaching speeds of 150 knots. The gross weight of the test vehicle is 14,000 lb, and it is
powered by a T-55-L7B/'-7C engine of 2250-hp normal rated power. The blades have 21 in. chord and 90 twist. The mast is installed
with 3' forward and 2' left tilt. Flight-test results with this latest Bell soft flapwise hub, stitf inplane Model 609 rotor are reported in
reference 2.24. Other publications related to the Bell hingeless rotor developments ale references 2.25 to 2.36. Figure 2.3 shows the
rotor hub and blade attachment of the Model 609 rotor system. The blade flap frequency at normal rutor speed is 1.05,2, the first blade
inplane frequency for cyclic modes is 1.4,, and the blade Lock number is 5.5.

Fig. 2.3 Rotorhead and blade attachment of Bell Model 609 rotor.

2.4 Lockheed Hingeless Rotorcraft

Lockheed-California Company, Burban,, California, began the development of hingeless rotorcraft in the late 1950's with Model
CL-475, which was flown with two- and tou-biaded wuoden roturs and a three bladed meta; rotor. All research vehicles and prototypes
featured a mechanical cyc.ic pitch feedback system - usually referred to as the Lockheed gyro control system. A more descriptive term
would be ''floating gyro-swashplate control. ' The swashplate acts as a gyroscope of substantial inertia and is floating in tilt under the
influence of restraining springs, dampers, pilot-imposed spring moments, gyro inertial moments, and blade feedback moments. In all but
the latest configura,.or. (called 'AovanceJ Mechanical Control System" or AMCS), the entire blade feathering moments were
transmitted to the floating gyro-swashplate. The largest portion of the feathering moment was normally propoitional to the lilade

flapping moment because toe blades were swept forward outboard of the feathering hinge. However, the feedback signa' was
corrupted by the blade pitching moments, whi-.h could become large in partial blade stdll conditions, anu by lead lag moments, which

(because of flap-bending deflections outboard of the feathering hinge) could produce a substantial and not always Deneficial ieedback
irto the cyclic controls. In the AMCS, irreversible actuators between the floating gyro swashplate and the blade cyclic oitch control
were used to prevent the blade feathering moments from acting on the floating gyru-swashplate. The forward sweep of the blades was
eliminated and tie blade root flap bending deflections were transmitteu by s.-parate linkage and springs to the gyro-swashplIte so that
blade Lapping feedback would not be corrupted by lead-lag and blade fea.nering moments. Figure 2.4 is a schematic of the AMCS
(taken from ref. 2.37). The rotor head and blade attachment of the AH 56A AMCS are shown in figure 2.5

After Model CL-475 was flight tested, we development of a larger research helicopter, 'he XH 51A, began in 1962. It had a
thre -bladed, 35-ft-diam rotor, retractable skids, and was powered by a P&W PT ) 500-1( turoshaft engine. Its design gross weight was
3500 lb. It reached 152 knots and 2.4 - loeJ factor in the three-bladed version, and 17z knots and 2.5 g load factor in a four bladed
version. The latter version was then teste'i as a compound helicopter with an additional wing and a J 60 let engine for auxiliary
propulsion. It reached 263 knots - with . advance ratio of 0.72 - and a high speed load factor fr'sm 0 to 2.89 at the desigai grobs
weight of 45001 ,. Derivatives of the XH 51A ir,,lude.

1. The XH-51N with provisions for varying the control gyro inertia and control spring rate for NASA flight research.

2. A 'matched stiffness blade root f'exure version, where the feathering bearings were replaced by toisiondl flexuieb with equal
inplane and flapping stiffness. Air resonance occurred below 89% normal rotor speed and the inplane stresses at normal rot,r speed
were higher than ftr the stiff inplane rotor. Consequently, this configuration was abandoned. The Westland Lynx helicoptei, although
som,what similar dynamically, avoided these problems since it had a much higher blade feathering natural frequency in tLe absence of
the floating gyro-swashplate and since it had lead lag dampers.

3. The commercial Model L 286 of which two were built and certified by the FAA One, used as a corporate aircraft, has
accumulated over 1500 flight hours.

e"~-
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Fig. 2.4 Lockheed AMCS gyro.controt 3ystem.

Fig 2.5 Rotorhead of the AH-56A/AMCS

The development of the AH-56A Cheyenne compound hjicopter began in late 1965 T1 first tiight w. 1 September 1967.
During the flight-test development, the design gross weight increased from 17,000 to 18,300 Ib, the diameter of the four bladed rotor
increased from 50.4 to 51.2 ft, the fixed wing area increased from 130 to 195 ft - , and the rating of the single GE T 64 engine inc reasud
from 3425 to 3925 hp. Blade forward sweep and droop angles were increased. The direction ot antitorque rotor rotatiul was changed
to clockwise from the left side of the aircraft. The last change was to replace the feathering feedback gyro contrei system with the
flapping feedback system or AMCS (described before). The blade Lock number in this co-ifiguration is 6.4. In 1972 and early 1973, the
AH-56AIAMCS was flown to 220 KTAS and ro load factors from 0.2 to +2.6 g at 150 to 180 KEAS without reachiiig limits un speed,
load factor, loads, vibrition, or controllability. No SAS was used for the flight tests

Publications related to the Lockheed hingeless rtorcraft develupments are re'erences 2.37 to 2 62 The first quantitati%,e th, igh
approximnate anaiysis of the floating gyro-swashplate system was given in reference 2.59 A signifi~ot contribution to the problem of
oround and air resonance of soft mplane hin 2less rotors was made in reference 2.54 1 he qjustion of replacing the floating gyro
swashplate with a more conventional electromechanical control system is analyzed in reference 2.44 A new dynami prolie,, ul
reactionless blade mode t..bilty was analyzed in refereice 2.38 Ir addition to the work related to the hingeluss ruturcrdt prUtUtypes,

P Lockheed. in cooperation with USAAMRDL, Ames Di ectorate, ,onducted several w.d tunnel tests with hingeltss rotor models tu
determine derivatives and freaki',cv response data for the basic rotor and for the rotor with flapping feedback (refs 2 43, 2.45, 2 46,
and 2.48). Full scale hinoe ,ss rotor tests were conducted in cooneration with NASA Ames (refs. 2 42, 2.49 and 2 60)

2.5 Sikorsky ABC Hingeless Rotorcraft

Sikorsky Aircraft in Stratford, Connecticut, began the research and Jevelopment of the Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) coaxial
ningeless rotor system in 1968 The blades are stiff flapwise, stiff 4rpiane with a stiff hub, and the blade natural frequencies both
lapwise and inplane are about 1 5,S In a coaxial .unfigurati.)n, each rotor can be operated with a nonz, u rolling moment since the
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two opposite rolhinq moments of the two rotors can be balanced. Thus the advancig brte can poduce a larger flap bending moment

than the retreating blade. In single-rotor configurations, whether articulated or hingeless, the advancing blade lift mubt be keut
Isufficiently low that, despite the low lift of the retreating blade, the rolling moment .s baianced. This requirement limits the total thrust

severely with icreasmg rotor advance ratio. For coaxial rigid rotors, these limitations can be overcome if structural constraints are not
violated. Theory and tests have shown that at the same blade tip Mach number at a flight speed of 180 knots, the hingeless coaxial rotor
can have a ratio of aerodynamic blade lift coefficient over solidity twice the average for the single rotor (CL/O = 0.18 vs. 0.09). This

fact, together with the compactness of the configuration, was the main stimulus for the development of the ABC hingeless rotorcraft.

After preliminary design and analytical studies, a full-scale 40-ft-diam rotor system was built for testing in the Ames 40-by 80-Foot
Wind Tunnel. An important development item was the tapered titanium blade spar. In 1970, the rotor system was first whirl tested and
then wind-tunnel tested to 180 knots, to an advance ratio of 0.91, and to 23,000 lb of lift for 62 hours. In 1973, a 1/5 Froude scale
model was tested on the Princeton Dynamic Model Track at velocities equivalent to 38 knots. Two demonstrator rotorcraft with
35-ft-diam rotors and about 10,000-lb gross weight are being readied for flight tests as of mid 1973. The blade Lock number referred to
a virtual flapping hinge is 6.5. Publications on the Sikorsky ABC hingeless rotor development are references 2.63 to 2.67. Figure 2.6 is a
sketch cf the ABC rotor system.
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Fig. 2.6 Sikorsky ABC rotor system.

2.6 Hingeless Rotor Research Outside the Aircraft Industry

Since the advent of modern hingeless rotorcraft in the late 1950's, hingeless rotor research has also been conducted at government
research laboratories and at universities. Some of the NASA Langley contributions in flight and model testing and in evaluating hingeless
rotors havealready oeen mentioned (refs. 2.31 to 2.34). Contributions of NASA Ames in full scale hingeless iotor testing have also been
mentioned lrefs. 2.42, 2.49 and 2.60). Concurrent with the hingeless rotor development at Westland, RAE Farnborough conducted
theoretical and experimental research on hingeless rotors (refs. 2.68 t9 2.70). ,. ng the last few years, USAAMRDL, Ames Director
ate, has initiated a vigorous hingeless rotor research program. The extensive model test program in cooperation with Lockheed
was mentioned previously (refs. 2.43, 2.45, 2.46 and 2.48). The problem of single cantilever blade lynamics, including both elastic and
inertial coupling between flap-bending, lag-bending, and torsion and the aerodynamic loads, has been systematically attacked, and
correlations with test result: have been achieved (refs. 2.71 to 2.76).

Usually, university research is not directed toward such a specific subject as hingeless rotor technology Exceptions are the MIT
work on single cantilever blades (refs. 2.77 and 2.78), the Princeton University work on hingeless ,otor control theory (refs. 2.79 and
2.80), the University of Delaware work again on single cantilever blades (ref. 2.81), th( Washington University work on hingeless rotor
dynamics including unsteady rotor wake effects, randon gust responses, and tilting moment feedback effects (refs. 2.82 to 2.88), and the
City University, London, work (refs. 2.89 and 2.90). A number of hingeiess rotor models were tested on the Princetin Dynamic Model
Track (refs. 2.63 and 2.91).

3 CLASSIFICATION OF HINGELESS ROTORCRAFT FLIGHT DYNAMICS

As mentioncd in the Preface, those phenomena that involve the co.ipling of the rigid body modes with the lower frequency blade
flap and lead-lag benoing modes are considered within the field of flight dynamics, whereby blade torsion is considered to be elastic
deflection but not a separate mode. One way to treat all problems o flight dynamics is with the help of a single global analytical model
that includes all kinematic, structur31, aerdynamic, and control dynamit. aspects. Reseaich on several global models hds been con
ducted for many years, for example the Lockheed Rexor model and the Bell C81 model. Such global models require the integration
of a large numbcr of non-linear differential equations aind provide time nistories of the roturcraft system after a ... 'i bance from trim.

Establishing a trnin cjndition and the subsequent time history require a substantial computer effort. Because u' the large number
of terms and parameters involved in a global anaiytical model, it is usually possible tu adapt the model to an observed phenomenon and
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thus to gradually improve the validity of the model. Because of the numerous approximations involved, an a priori .,ibstantiation of a
global model is a dubious enterprise. However, in the course of time, such a global model becomes a depository of past hardware

experience and increases in value. Even under the best of circumstances, after the credibility of a global analytical model has been
reasonably we!I established, such a modal, when used in its complete form, is not a very good design tool. It limits the visibility of the
effects of the separate parameters, and the usual restraints on computer time and costs prevent systematic studies of parameter
variations.

For this reason, tha use of several much simpler and specialized working analytical models becomes important. They usually
represent linear approx;rnations and describe only certain aspects of flight dynamics. The complete global models - at least in their
oresent state of development - should not be used directly as a design tool but rather should be used to determine the limitations of

the much simpler working models. Suboptions of Rexor and C 81 ,re available which permit lockng out certain degrees of freedom,
thereby reverting to simpler working models. From the point of view of a single global analytical model, there would be no reason for a
class'fication of hingeless rotorcraft flight dynamics. However, if simplified models are used, there is a hierarchy of dynamics concepts,
beginning with isolited blade dynamics, each of which ,an give valuable insights into certain aspects of hingeless rotor flight dynamics.

3.1 Isolated Blade Dynamics

According to the dynamic concept of the isolated blade, the root attachment of the olade i. assumed to be uniformly rotating with
the rotor anguiar speed, without horizontal or vertical motions and without angular roll or pitching motions. There is no coupling be-
tween the individual blades. For steady flight, the motions of all blade5 are assumed to be the same if time is counted from the instant
when a blade is located aft at zero azim.th angle. Summing the forces and moments transferred by each blade to the hub yields the effect
of the rotor on the body in steady flight. This concept can be extended slightly if one also assumes a steady angular roll or pitch rate of
the rotor to determine the rotor forces and moments on the hub for these conditions. Many phenomena of flight dynamics can be treated
with the conceot of the isolated blade. This is true of some types of instability, see, foi example, the extensive work by Niebanck ano as-

j sociates (ref. 3.1), which applies a normal mode analysis (ref. 3.2) for isolated blades to problems cf classical flutter, stall flutter, tor-
sional divergence, and flapping and flap lag instablites. Most problems of articulated rotorcraft flight dynamics can be solved oy use of
the dynamics of isolated blades (ref. 3.3). An exception is the problem of ground resonance of the Coleman type.

In hingeless rotor flight dynamics, a wide field can be covered by considering only the isolated blade. The simple .t type of blad .

modeling is a rigid straight blade elastically hinged at the roto. center. A reasonable approximation is often obtained if o ily the flapping
hinge is retained and if the blade is assumed to be rigid inplane and in torsion. Reference 2.55 develops this blade m del with linear
quasisteady aerodynamics, but with reversed flow effects. At low lift and high advance ratio, the analytical results coppare reasonauly
well with wind tunnel tests, not only for steady state conditions but also for frequency responses (refs. 2.43, 2.46, and 2.48). Flapping
instability limits can also be obtained with this blade model, though they arc- unconservative (see ref. 2.82). The rigid blade model has
oeen extended to include elastic torsion in reference 2.52. Elastic torsio, beuomes important at high advance ratio with large regions of
reversed flow. When inplane modes are considered in the low advance ratio region, the straight blade appruximation can again be used
with appropriate lo,-,ations of elastically restrained flapp,ng and lead lag hinges. As the blade pitch setting is increased, chordwise and
flapwise modes become elastically coupled and are no longer normal modes. For soft inplane blades, this eastic coupling is of little
concern. For stiff inplane blades, the elastic coupling can either stabilize or destabilize the lead lag motion, depending on the flexibility
of the hub. These coupling effects are discussed in detail later.

The blade torsional mode including control system flexibi ity has also been approximated by a rigid blade with a torsion fiexure at
the root. Usually, the torsional natural frequency is several times the rotor iotational frequency and blade torsional inertia can therefore
be neglected fbr low freqoency phenomena important in flight dynamics. Structural or kinematic coupling can change the blade pitch
with flapping (53 coupling) or -hange the pitch with lag (a, coupling), both of which are very important in flight dynamics idiscussed
in detail later). When proceeding from the approximate rigid blade with spring-restrained hinges for flapping, lead-lag, and pitching
motions to the actual blade with radially distributed flexibility, the problem becomes exceedingly complex. It has been treated without
elastic flap lag coupling and without elastic torsion in reference 2.77 and with these elastic effects in reference 2.72. Without droop,
sweep, torque offset, control flexibility, and kinematic couplings of any kind and for uniform blades, it was found (ref. 2.72) that, in
hover and without precone angles, all practical configurations were stable. A positive precune angle was destabilizing except for
matched stiffness configurations.

3.2 Isokted Hub Multiblade Dynamics

The next step in the stud1 of dynamic concepts is to analyze interblade coupling. The hub is assumed to again remain fixed with
respect to both horizontal and vertical lineor motions and to angular pitching and rolling motions of the aircraft. Interblade coupling
can occur because (1) control flexibility allows pitching moments from one blade to affect the control position for the other blades and
(2) in rotor feedback systems, for example, rotor coning is fed into the collective cortrol or rotor tilting is fed into the cyclic control
The coupled blade equations in the rotating reference system can be solved for n'itural modes and natural frequencies or for the
response to control or gust inputs. f u N blades, N coupled rotor modes are obtained for each isolated blade mode. This type of
analysis was performed in references 2 '9 aid 2.86.

Another more desirable met, d uses multiblade coordinates defined in the stationary referenice system. This approach is more
efficient computationally and provides results that are easier to interpret. Coleman (ref. 1.2) introduced this concept in his analysis of
grounJ resonance, and distinguished between progressing and regressig multiblaJe inplane modes. The resultant blade center of qravity
rotates with respect to the rotor either in the direction of rotation (progressing mode) or opposite the direction of rotation (regressing
mode). Without aerodyna..ic forces, only the latter multiblade inplane mide can become unstable. Another analysis of this type using
progressing and regressing multiblade flapping modes is given in reference 2.21 Collective modes are added in reference 2. 15. A full
complement of multiblade flapping modes was used in reference 2.85. In addition to the progressing and regressing tilting modes, the
coning mode (where all blades move in the same direction simultaneously), tie differential conin ; or reactionless flapping modes for
rotors with four, six, or more blades, end the progressing and regressing warping modes were included

Any rotor with three or more blades has a coning mode, a progressing tilting mode, and a regressing tilting niode A four bladed
rotor has, in addition, a reactionless flapping mode - blades I and 3 move up while blades 2 and 4 move dowr A five bladed rotor has
instead a progressing warping mode and a regressing warping mode which are also reictione . These muitibldde modes become aerody
namically coupled in forward flight For irplane blade motions, n addition to the liroilressing and reressinq modes of referencc t 2,
there is also the collective or drive train mode where all blades muve simultaneously in lead laq and, for four bladed rotors, the reactio
less or scissors n.,.vee where subsequent biades move in opposite directius The stability uf this mode was analyzed in reference2 38
For rotors with more than four blades, there are inplane equivalents to the progressing and regressing warping modes

In hover, the isolated blade inalysis can be Lsed with little modification to determine the stability of sume uf the multiblade
modes. However, the proper blade root boundary conditions must be used Fur example a colle-tive flap, lag cuupled mode aiialysis
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must include shaft torsional flexibility and engine and transmission rotational inertia. For the reactionless coupled flap lag mode, the
isolated blade root conditions are appropnate. If there is littlc coupling betweer blades, progressing and regressing tilting and coupled
inplane modes may be approximately represented by the isolated blade analysis. Interblade coupling destabilizes some isolated bladef modes while it stab;lizes others. Coupling for tilting feedback is treatcd later.

3.3 Body Dynamics with Rotor Derivatives

2" Rotorcralt linear flight dynamics can be formulated mathematically in the same way as is customary for linear airplane flight
dynamics. A body-fixed reference system is used. The longitudinal axis through the airc, aft center of gravity is either aligned with the
principal inertia axis of the body, whereby the off-diagonal terms of the inertia tensor are zero, or the longitudinal axis is aligned with
the direction of flight, which allows wind-tunnel data to be used directly. Often these two axes are sufficiently close to each other that
their difference can be neglected. The nonlinear eouations of motion can be linearized about a suitable trim condition. The
aerodynamic forces bad moments are represented by - 6 X J matrix of derivatives with respect to the three linear and three angular
velocity increments. The rotor contributions to these 36 derivatives can be computed with the isolated blade analysis if interblade

-'C coupling is neglected. If anterblade coupling is included, the derivatives can be obtained with an isolated hub type of analysis by
determining the hub forces and moments per unit linear and angular velocity increment from trim. The rotor derivatives can also be
determined from wind-tunnel tests by measuring the effects of pitch and yaw attitude increments from trim and the effects of steady
pitch, yaw, and roll rates. In the latter case, the rotor derivatives include nut only the effects of aerodynamic forces and moments but
also gyroscopic reaction,,. Rotor mass, rotor ortch, and roll and yaw inertia are added to those of the body. This is equivalent to
assuming that the changes in rotor attitude relative to the body are small compared to changes in the body attitude.

The validity of the rotor derivative concept depends on the frequency separation between the flight dynamic modes - phugoid,
short-period pitching mode, dutch roll mode - and the lowest multiblade rotor modes such as the regressing tilting mode or regressing
inplane mode. For articulated rotors, this frequency separation is not large and there is considerable coupling between some flight
dynamic modes and the rotor regressing flapping mode (see ref. 3.4, which is based on the analysis of ref. 3.5). If there is a gust input,
the rotor derivative c.oncept requires that th-. entire rotor disk become simultaneously embedded in the gust. As shown in reference
2.28, this assumption ,eads to a substantial overestimation of the gust response compared to an analysis that includes the effects of
gradual penetration of the rotor disk into a gust region.

So far as hingeless rotors are concerned, reference 2.44 states that the derivative approach was inadequate for a flight dynamics
analysis of the Lockheed AH-56A helicopter and gave the impression cf greater aircraft stability. Only long-period modes such as the
phugoid can be approximated by the derivative analysis since their frequency is widely separated from that of the lowest rotor mode,
which is the regressing flapping mode. For stiff flapwvise blades, the frequency of the regressing flapping mode is 0.492 or higher and
coupling with the body modes is less important The derivative approach should be adequate for all flight dynamics modes, although al,
resonance may remain a problem.

3.4 Flapping Rotor-Body Dynamics

Next in the study of flight dynamics concepts is to add to the six body degrees of freedom the rotor flapping degrees of freedom.
In terms of the multiblade rotor modes discussed previously, these are the coning mode, the regressing mode, and the progressing tilting
mode. Thus a nine-degree-ot-freedom flight dynamics system is obtained. Control flexibility, kinematic or structural feedback between
blade flapping and blade pitch, the feedback of blade flapping into the control system, or conventional SAS can be included In
comparison with the rotor derivative concept, substantial differences in short period flight dynamics are obtained. As for the isolated
hub (hub fixed) oynamics, the stability of some rotor modes is also affected by the coupling with the body.

There is good evidence that the nine-degree-of-freedon, flight dynamics model is adequate for most purposes, both for articulated

and hingeless rotorcratt. Reference 2.44 compares this nine-degree-of-freedom with a 13-degree-of freedo-n analytical model including
inplane dynamics. The addition of the inpiane modes had little effect on the fight dynamics as determined for various feedbacks from
body motions and from rotor tilting. Also the stability of the inplane modes was little affected by the variations in flapping dynamics
caused by the feedback systems. The studies of reference 2.44 extended from hover to flight soe6Js above 200 knots. Similar
observations were made for hover in reference 2.88.

3.5 Complete Rotor-Body Dynamics

Since inplane mode instabilities are )otential problems for hingcless rotors, careful analysis is needed for both stiff inplane and soft
inplane types. The obvious first step i to ensure that the isolated blade shows good margins with respect to these instabilities. Since
interblade coupling and coupling with body modes can reduce some of these nargins - while increasing others - a complete rotor body
analysis is required to prevent ground or air resonance in hingeless rotorcraft. The results of such an analysis for hover are described in
reference 2.15. Here 18 degrees of freedom were used, 5 for the rigiJ body motions except yaw, 4 for rotor pylon and tail boom
flexibility, and 6 for the blades in flapping and in lead-lag. This analysis is extended to include a torsional degree of freedom and
forward flight conditions in reference 2.10. Rotor dynamics are described by the progressing, regressing, and collective fPal wng and
inplane modes. Kinematic or structural coupling of blade flapping and lead lag motions with blade feathering are included without a

separate consideration of the feathering degrees of freedom. The collective lead-lag mode, which is a drive train mode, is neglected.

The linear analysis of reference 2.15 (outlined in Sec. 7.1) is useful not only for verifying air resonance stability but can also be
used, with some modification, for other problems of flight dynamics. It is practical for this purpose to use a body fixed reference
system rather than an inertial reference system as in reference 2 15. In its linear form, such a model is not much more complex than the
nine-degree-of-freedom analytical model discussed previously. As stated ir reference 2.37, such a model was very flexible and efficient
for the solution of all flight d,namics problems. In a hybrid computer, nonlinear control systems can be evaluated and real time
pilot-in-loop simulator studies can be performed. If reactionless mode instability is suspeited as a potential pi oblem, the scissor inplane
mode and the differentili coning mode for a four-bladed rotor must be included (ief. 2.38. Fur all flight dynamics models discussed,
linear perturbations from trim were studied Such linear models can be generated from a nonlinear "master" model that may also have

additional degrees of freedom for feathering, for higher blade flapping modes, or for pylon or other fuselage elastic modes, and that is
also suitable for certain structural dynamics proble ns. The evolution of linear perturbation models from a nonlinear master model is
described in reference 2.37.

4 BASIC ROTOR DESIGN PARAME 'ERS THAT AFFECT FLIGHT DYNAMICS

Before special hingeless rotor,raft problems are discussed, it is useful to consider some of the basic rotor design parameters and
their effects on flight dynamic characteristics. Only the simplest flight dynamic concepts - isolated blade or isolated hub dynamics -

are used to outline trends. Valid quantitetive data can be expected only from the more compex treatments of rotor,'body dynamics

.40
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p j 4.1 Number of Blades per Rotor

To date, hingeless rotors have had only three or four blades. Flying qualities are not directly affected by the aumber oi blades perrotor, neither is the usua! regressing-mode type of ground or air resonance influenced by the number of blades per se. For a given total

blade area and rotor radius, the higher number of rotor blades results in more slender biades with highei aspect rauo wh.ch will be more
flexible in bending, thereby indirectly affecting flying qualities.

For interblade coupling, the number of blades has a direct effect on potential multiblade Instabilities. A four bladed rotor has
reactionless modes both inplane (scissors mode) and flapwise (differential coning mode). The stability of the scissors mode has caused
some concern for the Lockheed hingeless four bladed rotor (ref. 2.38). A three-bladed hingeless rotor cdinot have reactioniess modes.

Flapping instabi!ity at high advance ratio is also strungl/ affected by blade number (ref. 2.85). For example (ee fig. 8.2, later), a
three-bladed rotor wih tilting moment feedback has a lower stability margin than a four-bladed rotor with identical blades.

4.2 Fundamental Blade Flap Frequency

In section 1.2, hingelessrotors were classified as soft flapwise when the fundamental blade flap frequency vias 1.05 to 1.152 and as
stiff flapwise if this frequency was 1.42 or more. In section 1.3, some handling qualities differ-nces were noted between the hingeless
floating or teetering rotor, the articulated rotor with flapping hinge offset, the hingelets soft fiapwise, and he hingeless suff flapwise
rotors. The stiffer the blades are flapwise the more the attitude of the rotor is frozen vvih respux-ct to the fuszlage and the larger are the
fuselage attitude chsnges between hovering arid cruising flight, unless auxiliary propulsion is used. Increa,ed flapwise blade stiffness
increases angle-of attack instability and the horizontal tail must be larger to compensate. Increased flapwise blade stffnss also increases
the effects of control cross couplinb and damping cross-couplhng. Finally, incieased flapwise blade stiftiess increases the mismatch
between longitudinal cyclic pi -h required for trim and that required for transient maneuvering, unless auxiliary propulsion and a fixed
wing are used, both of which reduce the long'tudinal cyclic pitch requirements for trimmed forward flight.

rhe main advantages of hingeless rotors - reduced maintenance, fewer hub parts, and improved control response - can be realized
wAth soft flapwise blades, and the trends of many flight dynamic characteristics are unfavorable with increasing blade flap bending
stiffness. Therefore, it appears that the design goal should be to reduce the flapwise stiffness (or the fundamental blade flap frequency)

, -tc the minimum value consistent with the structural requirements of adequate margins for the niost sevure trim, gust, and maneuver
conditions. An iiteresting comparison provided by Bell Helicopter Company shows that, for the earlier Bel hingeless rotors, the flexure
fatigue stress endurance limit was reached for a flapping angle of 1.5' to 20, while the latest Model 609 Flexbeam rotor has an allowable
flapping angle of 4" - about the same as for the Lockheed AH-56A helicopter.

Sft flapwise blades are not suitable for transfering large moments to the hub as is required for the Sikorsky advancing blade
concept (ABC) coaxial helicopter. Some of the disadvantages of flapwise stiff blades are avoided in a coaxial configuration. Other
disadvantages remain and are discussed 'ater.

4.3 Fundamental Blade Lead-Lag Frequency

In section 1.2, a hingelessrotor is classified as sof, inplane or s'iff inplane if the blade edgewise natural frequency is below or above
thL rotational frequency, respectively. If the rotor is soft inplane, special precautions must be taken against the Coleman type of ground
resonance, f the rotor is stiff nplaie, this type of dynamic instability is not possible. However, uther types of inplane mode instability
that result from coupling with flapping and feathering and with the body modes are possible both for soft inplane and stiff inplane
rotors.

The blade inplane mode I, at best cnly weakly damped, and substantial resonant amplification results from excitation by a
forcing frequency near the natural frequency. The first desinn consideration is therefore to avoid a near coinciden;e of an operational
rotor rotational frequency with the fundamental blade lead-lag frecjucncy. This design requirement is difficult for a helicopter whose
rotor speed in cruise is reduced to obtain high forward speed with low blade tip Mach number. The McDonnell XV-1 convertaplane
operated in cruise with about half the hovering rotor speed. It had stiff inplane blades that peed through the 2/rev inplane resonance
during transition to reduced rotor rpm in cruising flight. This was feasible, although high transient inplane moments occurred. Passing at
a h! jh advan%,e ratio through the 1,rev inplane resonance of a soft inp;ane otor would probably be impractical, although it rght b.
possible with lag dampers. The soft inplane configuration is therefore more suitable for helicopters with a normal range of rotir speeds
but less suitable for compound helicopters that reduce rotor rpm in cruise.

The inplane blade natural frequency must be selected carelully. For soft inplane blades, if it is too high, resonant response fiom
1/rev excitation becomes a problem and the range of operational rotor speeds becomes improticahy narrow. If it is too low, the inplane
blade damping required to avoid ground or air resunance increases rapidly, as Shown for the BO-105 in Fig. 4.1 (obtained by
cross plotting Fig. 15 of ref. 2.11). For a pure helicopter without a fixed wing and auxiliary propulsion, a reasonable compromise
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Fig. 4.1 Effect of lead-lag frequency on air resonance stability and on blade stress.

between the two coa flicting trends is an inplane natural frequency of 0.65 to .70U2 at normal operating rotor speed. The edgewise
blade natural frr.uency for stiff inplane rotors must dlso be selected to avoid near resonance operation. The inplane natural frequency
usually decreases with increasing blade pitch angle (Fig. 4.2), so the natural frequency of a stiff inplane rotor should not be too iow.
Another limitation concerns th regressing inplane mode ;requenci r92, which should be sufficiently high to avoid the posstolity of

pilot induced oscillations. An inpiane natural frequency fram 1.4 to 1.51, at nor.ial rotor speed and zero pitch setting appears to he a
reasonable choice.
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1.50 r 4.4 Hub Flexibility

R = 1.0 As mentioned previously, the Westland, Bell, and

1.48 -  Lockheed hingeless rotor design, provide part of the
flap-bending flexibility in the hub. These configurations ate

1.46 STABLE UNSTABLE "soft flapwise hub" as opposed to the Bolkow and Vertol
"stiff flapwise hub" configurations. The motivation for the
"soft flapwise hub" in the stiff inplane Bell and Lockheed

1.44 rotors is to combine high inplane and torsional stiffness with
STIFF INPLANE low out-of-plane stiffness. The flex beam inboard of the

1.42 ROTOR -1.4 feathering hinge does not soften the blade torsionally and
alleviates the reduction in inplane blade natural frequency
that usually occurs with increasing pitch settii q. The inboard

1.40 flex beam also provides a means to conti 'l structural

, rod .0 pitch-flap and pitch-lag couplings which ca. have an
1.38 important effect on flight dynamics (as discussed later;.

For a soft inplane rotor, the reduction in inolane

1.36 frequency with pitch setting is of lesser concern, and all of

1.0 0.8 the fl'.xibility can be outboard of the feathering hinge,
although at a penalty in blade torsional stiffness. The

1.34 motivation for the "soft flapwise hub" in the soft inplane
w/. 0.1 Westiand rotor was the need for an effectively matched

1.32 stiffness blade design. The blade root flex element has the
same stiffness inplane and out of plane, and the flapping
softness must be achieved by the inboard flex beams that are

0.2 integral with the hub. This configuration also provides higher

blade torsional stiffness.

/0.6 As shown in references 2.74 and 2.76, the soft hub in

0.4L comt nation with stiff inplane blades can destabilize the
0 lead- 3g motion. For an isolated rigid blade with root

I. 10[- flexL res, various combinations of hub and blade stiffnesses
may be characterized by a parameter R defined as

R= 2 2 (4.1)
1.06 -W

0.6 04 The terms w. and wo are the nonrotating blade inolane and

72 -0flap natural frequencies, t zero pitch and Rp and R are the

72SOFT INPLANE 0 ratios of total stiffness over , lade stiffness in flapping and lead-
ROTOR = 0 7 0.2 lag, respectively, at zero pitch setting. A rigid hub with all the

.70 04 flexibility in the blade (3olko% ,/Vertol rotor) corresponds to
0.8 R = 1. A soft hub with a rigid b.ade, with all the flexibility in

.6 1. -L the hub, corresponds to R = 0. Combination, of a soft hub
-14 -. 12 -. 10 - 08 -. 06 -. 04 -. 02 0 .02 .04 and flexible blades (as ii the Westland, Bell and Lockheed

cr/fl hingeless rotors) are characterized by values of R between 0

and 1.
Fig. 4.2 Effect of blade pitch angle on blade inplane frequency and Figure 4.2 (taken from ref. 2 74) gives the frequency

damping for various hub rigidities R. and damping (-o/R) of the lead-lag mode for various R values.

For soft inplane blaues, an increase in pitch setting always increases the damping for any value of R. For stti ,iplane blades this is true

ony for R - 0.4. The natural frequency of stiff inplane blades decreases with increasing pitch except for ve y high R values. Figure 4.2 is
valid (for blades rigid in torsion) for a Lock number of 5 and for a flapping frequency of 1.1592 ,n hover. Low values of R in
combination with stiff inplane blades require special attetion. The results in figure 4.2 show how a sir ,pIe dynami, mudel can lead to
important insichts. The model should not be used quantitatively since too many simplifications ar- involved, such as rigid blades,
quasisteady linear aerodynamics, zero advance ratio, absence of pitch flap and pitch lead coupling, et.. Nevertheless, it shows that, fur
soft inplane blades, the value of R is of little concern, while for stiff inplane blades low-v values cf R rdqL ire spe.al attention.

4.5 Pitch-Lead Coupling

Pitch.lead coupling is a very important design parameter for both articulated and hinyeless rotors. Pitch lead Lvupling occurs for dr

ticulated rotors if the rotating pitch links are not perpendicular to the plane through the pitch horn and feathering axis. For hingeless

blades, the inplane mode is usually coupled with the flapping mode and may involve some feathering motion as well. In particular, there

is an tastic coupling from preflap setting which can best be visualized by assuming a rigid blade with root flexures. General relatons are
now introduced which are also applicable to elastic. pitch flap coupling (discussed later). Figure 4.3 (takei from ref. 2 10) shows four
elastically restrained equivalent hinges used in the MBB fliyht dynamics analysis in cunjunction with a rigid blbde This model is useful
in a discussion of pitch-lead and pitch-flap coupling. The lowest dash dot line in figure 4.3 is perpendicular to the rctor shaft and
represents the hub plane. The feathering axis is elevated with respect to the hub plane by the precone algle k. The blade ,xis is
elevated urther with respect to the feathering axis by the flapping angle and is displaced from the feathering axis by lag angle

Contrary to the sign of in figure 4.3, " is positive for lead. In addition to the feathering, flapping, anJ lpad lag hinge all elastically
restrained - figure 4.3 shows a blade torsion hinge that is ignored h,-re. Also, the featheri ig, flapping and lead Idg axes are assumed tu
intersect at one point.

The total lead angle, '}p, consists of an elastic portion " and a prelead tp The elastic lead moment transferred to the hub is
proportional to '.

i C- (42)
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Fig. 4.3 Representation of elastic blade by a rigid blade with four elastically restrained hinges.

while p represents a prelead angle that exists for zero lead moment ('p is an important design parameter - also called the forward
sweep angle). Similarly, the blade axis is elevated with respect to the feathering axis by P+ p. The elastic flap moment Mo transferred to
the hub is propc tional to 0:

Mp3 = CO (4.3)

while 3p represents a preflap angle that exists for zero flap moment (Pp is an important design parameter - ?ISO called the negtive
droop angle).

If the components of the elastic moments Ap and M- are taken with respect to the feathering axis and if small angles are assumed,
the teathering moment, positive for the direction cf increasing pitch angle 0, is:

MO = COO = Mp(" + J'p) - M'( + 3p) (4.4)

Inserting Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) into Eq. (4.4) yields:

COO -- P (C, - C') + ,3Jp C3 - fPpC (4.5)j If 0 is constant and if Eq. (4.5, is differentiated with respect to ', one obtains the elastic pitch-lead ratio:

ft' = [P(Cp - C') - PpC'] /C o  (4.6)

If " is constant and if Eq. (4.5) is differentiated with respect to 3, one obtains the elastic pitch-flap ratio:

003 = [M1Cp - Cj') + 'p Co] /Co (4.7)

Equation (4.7) is used in the following section. For matched stiffness rotors with Co = Cs, the first terms in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.71 are zero
ano constant pitch-lead and pitch-flap ratios are obtained, depending only on the prelead and preflap angles. For other rotors, usually
C >> C3 so that Co can be neglected vs. C-.

For blades with low chordwise frequency, the aerodynamic lead-lag damping from pitch lead coupling is approximately
.=- 0!8( / )(4.8)

an expression first established in somewhat different form in reference 4.1. It shows that such a rotor requires negative pitch lead

coupling (for positive 0) to obtain aerodynamic damping of the lead-lag motion. Without matched stiffnesses and Yor C > CO, Eq
(4.6) yieids

SO. = -(3 + Pp )C[ /Co (4.9)

So far as the elastr pitch-lead coupling is concerned, it does not ratter which part of the total flapping angle with respect to th6
feathering axis is elastic and which part is preflap. This has an important consequence if precone of the feathering axis is used Precone
angle has been used to relieve the blade root of the flapping mcment from normal lift. However, precone angle reduces g + Op, and if the
precone angle is made larger than the natural coning angle, 0 + Op becomes negative and the lead lag motion becomes unstable The use
of excessive precone in the Aerospatiale hingeless rotor experiments was the suspected reason for some of the difficulties experienced
From equat'on (4.9), it is clear that precone angle should be used with caution for a soft inplane rotor. The blade root flap bending
momtnt can be relieved also by preflap which, unlike precone, does not affect the stability of the lead lag motion as much. However,
preflap relieves only the blade root bending moment, but not the moment on the feathering bearings.

Without prelead or preflap, Eq. (4.5) can be written in the form

0/0" = (Cp - C )/Co (4.10)

For the BO-105 soft inplane hingeless rotor helicopter, the right-hand side of Eq. (4.10) has the value -0.1/dog (ref. 2 10) so the
pitch-lead coupling ratio for p = 20 would be -0.2. For stiff inplane blades, C- is much larger and higher absolute values of the elastic
pitch-lead coupling ratio occur, unless the control stiffness CO is increased with Ci-. The preceding equations should not be used
quantitatively. They are intended to illustrate very general trends for soft inplane hingeless rotors. A more accurate treatment of the
effects of pitch.lead coupling for hover, also based on the concept of rigid blades with root flexures, is given in references ") 74 and
2.76. Figure 4.4 (Laken from tihese references) shows, for a Lock numbei of 5 and a flapping frequency of 1 15 , stability limits in
terms of pitch angle vs. pitch-lead coupling ratio O . The right-hand side refers to a soft inplane rotor with w - 0.7I T c oarameter 9
defined in Eq. (4.i has little influence. Positive pitch-lead coupling at positive j3 is destabilizing, as indicated by Eq (4. he left hand
side remirs to a stiff mplane rotor with w- 1.41". Without elastic flap-lag coupling and P = 0, negative pitch lead coupling is de
stabilizing, az would occur for a soft hub and a stiff blade. However, foi larger values ot R, positive pitch lead coupling becomes

P -.
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Fig. 4.4 Stability boundaries of pitch setting versus pitch-lead coupling in hover.

destabilizing and, for R 0.2, instability -t high pitch setting cannot be avoided, regardless of the pitch lead coapling ratio For the stiff
inplane rotor, a clear trend of the effects oi pitch-lead coupling cannot be established. Within the limitations of the analysis, Fig 4 4
shows that it is probably easvor to avoid isolated lead lag motion irstability for a soft inplane blade rather thin 3 stiff ,Iplane blade
since, in the soft inplane case, hub flexibility has little effect and a negative pitch lead coupling is always stabilizing

* 4.6 Pitch-Flap Coupling

Pitch-flap couping is an important parameter for both articulated and hingeless rotors. For articulated rotors, it occurs if the
attachment point between the rotating pitch link and the pitch horn is not on the flapping axis. The pitcl- flap coupling ratio is given by

03 = -tan 63 (4.111

For hingeiess rot.rs, this coupling can occur if the feathering axis participates in the flapping motion, that is, for soft flapwise hub
configurations. Because the hub can be highly flexible, this pitch flap coupling ratio can be substantial. For stiff hub configurations, an
elastic pitch.flap coupling can exist it the flapping mode shape involves some feathering motion. In addition to this pitch flap coupling,
there is an elasto. pitch-flap coupling for a rigid blade with root flexures as expressed by Eq (4.7). For a matched stiffness Aade, C. -
Cs-, a negative pitch-flap coupling lwhich is usually desirable) is obtained by prelaq - 'p. For other rotors and for C" >> Cd,

03 = -" CP/CO + p CO/Co (4 12)

If and 'p are of the same order of magnitude, the second term is smaller than the first one. For a desirable negative pitch flap
coupling, an elastic lead angle is needeo which can be obtained with a prelag larger than the natural lag from the driving torque
Reference 2.11 shows that, for the BO-105 helicopter, 2.50 prelagwouli increase the equivalent 6, angle from about 5' to +10' The
-5' without prelag results from the elastic lag from the driving torque which, according to equation (4.12), produces positive pitch with
up flapping.

The effects of negative pitch-flap coupling on the flying oualities of hingeless rotorcrift are numerous. Control and gust sens tivity
are reduced. The angle-of-attack instability is diminished. The control and damping cross coupling is changed For the BO 105
helicopter flying at 100 knots, even such a small change as 15' in equivalent 6 angle reduces (according to refs 2 10 and 2 11) the
angle-of-attack instability by 40% and increases the time to double amplitude for the phugoid mode from 5.5 to 8 5 seconds

Pitch-flap coupling diSo influences the blade lead lag motion stability. For a stiff inplane hingeless floating proprotor in axial flight,
reference 2.30 shows that negative pitch-flap coupling is destabilizing and positive pitch flap coupling is staLilizing Because of the ,arge
pitch setting required in proprotor fl.ght, the inplane blade frequency is greatly reduced and nearly coincides with the flap frcquency
Changing the pitch-flap coupling from negative to positive removes the frequency coalescence 'nd stabilizes the blade lead lag motion
A lead-lag blade instability (ret 2 50) of the stiff inpiane Lockheed AH-56A helicopter tha occurred in high speed forward flight
(denoted 'half-P-hop") was eliminated in part by changing from a positive pith-flap cuupling ratio of 0 22 to about zero couplnq But
for t' AH-56A reactionless mode lead-lag instability, reference 2 38 indicates that flanilini from zer to a negative pitch flap ratio of
-0 A8 was destalizing. For stiff mplane rotors, t appears desirable to limit neqative pitch flap coupling ratios to values that wII not
result in near-frequency coalescence between inllane and out-of-plane blade modes.

Note that pitch lead coupling mainly affects the damping of the blade lead-lag motion and is thus important for ground and air
resonance. Once such instabilities are avoided, the effect of pitch lead coupling on the flying qualities is usu,.lly not substantial In
contrast, pitch-'lap coupling always affects the flying qualities significantly

In addition to the pitch lead and pitch-flap couplings, there are numerous other coupling terms between pitch, flap, and lead lag
displacements, the effects of which have not yet been delineated For example, figure 4 3 indicates that a change in feathering angle
produces a change in flapping angle because of + p and a change in lead angle because of lJv;ip A pitch/rate of lead coupling also exists
since a change in centrifugal force tends to twist the blade in proportion to its pitch angle The more elaborate types of analysis include
most of these terms, but their effects have not been isolated and studied in detal.

4.7 Chcrdwise Blade Balance

It has long been ecognized that chordwse blade bila-ce in conlunction with control flexibility is an important parameter in
rotorcraft flight dynamics (ret 4.2) The main parameter that influences elastic blade torsion u. elastic feathering is the offset between
(he aerodynamic center of the blade and its center of gravity If the chordwise position of the blade center of gravity is ahead of the
aerodynamic center, an elastic feathering feedback is introduced which tends to alleviate aerodynamic disturbances For example, anr
increase in the rotor angle of attack normally increases the lift on the advancing blade and decreases the it on the retreatinq blade,
resulting in an aft tilt of the tip path plane The reaction to the lift increase is seen mainly in the inertial forces centered in the blade
chordwise center of gravity Thus the advancing blade, because of coitrol flexibility, is elastically featlhereo with the leadinq edge down
and the retreating blade is feathered with the leading edgL up, which introduces an elastic forward cyclic pitch that alleviates the att tit
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of the tip path plane. This process is the same for both articulated and hingeless rotors. However, because of the flap bending stiffness
of the hingeless blade, the hub moment from the elastic feathering is much greater.

An alt cyciic control input has the same effect on the blades as an increase in rotor angle of attack. The elast.,c feathering opposes
the control input and thus reduces the control power. If the rotorcraft experiences a pitch up rate, the advancing blade is nubjected to a
down gyroscopic moment and the retreatirg blade, to an up gyroscopic moment. The reaction is indicated by the increased lift of the
advancing blade and the reduced lift of the retreating blade. An elastic forward cyclic pitch that results increases the damping derivative
of the rotor. Thus the main effects of center-of-gravity position forward of the aerodynamic .enter re to reduce control power (which
is ample anyway In a hingelss rotorcraft), to increase pitch and roll damping, to reduce angle of attack instability, and to reduce gust
sensitivity - all favorable effects obtainable with small weight penalty. According to reference 2.13 a 3% forward shift of tho center of
gravity of the BO-105 blade would reduce the rotor angle-of-attack instability by 30% at 100 knots and would iocrease the time to
double amplitude of the phugoid mode from 6 to 40 seconds. The BO 105 blade and control system is relatively soft with a blade
torsional frequency ratio of wuij2 = 3.4. For blades that are torsionally stiffer (such as those of the Westland Lynx hingeless
helicopter), the effects of elastic cyclic pitch feedback are smaller.

In the discussion of feedback systems in a subsequent chapter, the kind of feedback produced by chordwo- overbalance is
* classified as prooortional tilting feedback with a phase angle near zero. This type of feedback destabilizes the flap; g motion and

- - should be used with caution at high advance ratio. In addition to tilting feedback, chordwise overba'ance also provides an elastic
negative pitch.cone coupling that is beneficial for all aspects of flight dynamics.

For soft flapwise blades, the lift is transferred to the hub mainly via centr.iugal forces centered in the chordwise e.g., for stiff
flapwise blades, this transfer is mainly elastic and centered in the shear axis of the blade cross section. For stiff flapwise blades, the
location of the shear axis is more important than that of the chordwise c.g.

5 SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF HINGELESS ROTORCRAFT

The special flight dynamics problems of hingeless rotorcraft refer to basic configurations without control feedback The use of
control feedback to improve hingeless rotor flight dynamics is treated later. The phenomena discussed here were mentioned in
connection with the classification of flight dynamics and with th, discussion of basic rotor design parameters Those previous comments
are now discussed further.

5.1 Blade Lead.Lag Motion Instability

The problem of blade lead-lag motion instability, both for sot and stiff inplane rotors, has probably attracted more at, .on than
any other hingeless rotor problem. According to the dufinition in the Preface, this problem belongs to fli3ht dynamics bi it" of ine
low frequency of the air resonance mode. Potentially unstable blade lead lag modes have been observed either as regressin, .. o,. with
a body frequency of iZ - u" or w - . for soft or stiff inplane blaoes, respectively, or as the reactic -less scissors mode for four blaJed
rotors. In addition, the Lockheed AH-56A hv.icopter with the original feahering feedback system with floating gyrnrwashplate
ex: -rienced a so-called IP A 2P blade flap lag irstability (ref. 2.50;. The instability range was centered at an intermediate, -. ,or angular
sp, id for which the blade inplane natural frequency ratio w', Z was 2.0 1 ilting the rotor is equivalent to 1rev flapping and resuss in
lar- e 2/rev Coriolis inplane blade moments in the absence of lead-lag hii ges. These moments are in resonance with the inplane natural
frequency when 2 = w-/ 2. Because of the feedback of the inplane moments into the floating gyroswashplate, the 2/rev inplane
oscillations were actually self-excited and dynamically unstable. In the latest (AMCS) control system, feathering feedback into the
floating gyroswashplate has been replaced by pure flauping feedback, and the 1P , 2P mode cannot be self excited. E. -erience with
this phenomenon, howaver, should show the need for caution when st ff inslane rotors are operated at angular spee - ir , = /2
with the rotor tilted.

To avoid inplane blade stability problems, the first requirement is to provide ihe lead lag motion of the isolated blade with
adequate dampirg at all operational flight conditions. For stiff inplane blades, mechanical damping is difficult to provide because of the
small deflections For soft inplane blades, mechanical dampers of the elastomeric type are quite effective. Aerodynamic damping
depends on numerous paramters. Figure 4.2 shows the eftect of hub flexibility in terms of the parameter R defined in Eq. (4 1). Figure
4.4 shows the combined effect of the parameter R and the pitch lead coupling ratio o on the stability boundary in hover For soft
inplane rotors, a negative pitch-lead coupling ratio increases the lead-lag damping For stiff inplane rotors, there is no clear trend with
pitch-lead coupling For the Lockheed stiff inplane rotor with a soft hub, posixive pitch lead coupling is stabilizing (ref 2 38) For the
AMCS version, the pitch-lead coupling in the first lead-lag bending mode is 0 36 and theie Is an additional positive pitch lead coupling
from a 2 negative preflap setting or droop (evident in Eq 4 6, Since positive pitch leid couplinq is stabilitzi for the Lockheed
stiff inplane rotor, equation (4.6) shows that increasing lift, associated with increasing ,, is destabilizing, which agrees with the
expedience described in reference 2.38. This is ooposite the soft inplane rotor characteristics wh.re negative pitc lead cuuplinq is
stabilizing and where equation (4.9) shows that increasing lift, associated with increasing , +)p yields a more favorable pitch lead
coupling

The effect of negative pitch-flap coupling on the lead lag damping of the stiff inplane Lukheed rotor is unfavorable (ref 2 38) It
was mentioned previously that negative pitch flap coupling, wlich is very desirable foi all handling characteristics, should lirobably be
used with caution in stiff inplane rotors to prevent the flapwise and churdwise blade frequencies from becoming too close Although no
corresponding studies are available for soft inplane blades, such limitations Should not exist since In this case negative pitch flap
coupling incri.ases the difference between blade flap and lead lar nitur,il frequenc-es

Very little is known abot the dati,. ig of the isolated blade lead lag mode in forward flight Reference 2 10 shows that thi ,hange
in damping of the iolated blade inp)lane mode and of tlhe coupled blade inplaii body mud (if the BO 105 h eli culitir is sl,lht bitwit vIi

0 and 110 knots. The first mode has a damping ratic of about 0 03 at the wi frequency and the second node has a dmaninq ratio of
0 08 at the S1-u" frequency On the other hand, Lockheed experience with the so called "half P hop" mode near the _" 2 body
frequency indicates that the dampinq diminishes at high speed Since the Inplane inude was strongly coupled with vertical l,odv motions
(because of a soft collective control system and positive pitch flap couplingi, the instability may have been atypical of stiff inpilane
rotors The stability Irimt was move| froin 180 to 250 knots by inLreasirm1 Ilie ioll-ct iv e CiiI Ol stiffnesS lIV 70", ro-mo ioni thIi postivt
pitch flap coupling, increasing the blade prelead angle (forward sweep) by 60%. and addhnq collective control system djmpers

in contrast to the 'half P hop ' insta)ility at high forward speed, the reactionless mude istability Subsequently ecuuntered (ref

2 381 appears to be of more qeneral significance This instability occurred at low speid and high lift ind prubably coul have been

approximately predicted from an isolated blade analysis since coupling wilh body I, odes was not involved This instability ippears to
have resulted from the Increased adverse pitch lead coupling due to the large coning angle at the high rotor lift condiciun lIn terms of

the hub stillness parameter R, the Lockheed rotor apparently has a rather soft hub o-,,ociated with a low value of R and fi(ure 4 4
shows that positive pitch lead couphin. would be stabilizing According it, Eq (4.61 this caii be provided by negative preftia (drool) but
rmay become overcompensated by a high ,- at hugh lift For rotors with hi(iher R values, figure 4 4 shows that neqitive Iit(h lead

couplinq is stabilizing and this is improved at high lilt cond,tiuns Note that results in figure 4 4 were obtained without distribued blade
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bending flexibility and represent only general trends. Blade stall also has a large effect on blade inplane stability. For soft inpidne
blades, references 2.10 and 2.71 show that blade stali causes a deterioration in damping of the coupled flap lag blade mode. For the
BO-105 helicopter, aerodynamic damping of this mode goes to zero at 1o pitch setting in hover.

Despite the fact that stiff inplane rotors cannot have ground resonance of the Coleman type, these rotors are more dernanoing of
the dynamic design than soft inplane rotors. A careful isoated blade analysis including all elastic coupling effects is necessary for ail
operating conditions to assure adequate aerodynamic damping of the lead lag mode since mechanical damping is impractical. Negative
pitch flap coupling, otherwise very desirable to alleviate hir geles. rotorcraft flyir1 qualities problems, should be provided with caution
to avoid near coalescence of blade flapping and inplane natural frequenuies. The soft inplane rotor is somewhat less demanding of the
dynamic design since some general rules are applicable. For example, negative pitch lead coupling is nearly always beneficial, precon.ng
of the feathering axis is detrimental except foi matched stiffness rotors, and additional lead-lag damping can be obtained readily by
simple mechanica elastomeric dampters. Special attention must be given to stall conditions.

Afte ,dequate damping of the isolated blade lead-lag mode is assured, the stability of the coupled rotor,'body modes must be ex-
amined. The critical regions are those near frek,,iency coalescence of the regressing inplane mode with a body mode. Since the regressing
inplane mode for both soft nplaiie and stiff inplane rotors has a frequency of 0.3 to 0.4n, frequency coalescence can be expected with
the short period rolling mode, which is also in this frequency range for soft flapwise rotorcraft. 1 he short peioo pitching mode is usually
much lower - near 0.1M. Pylon or empennage modes are usually much higher, but they must be cnecked fo possible frequency co
alescencewith theregressing inplanemode. Figure 5.1 (taken from ref. 2.15) shows the natural frequencieso, the short period roll mode,
short period pitch mode, and the coupled inplane regressing mode as a function of rotor bpeed for the BO 105 helicopter. Frequency
coalescence of the roL mode and inplane regressing mode falls in the normal operating rotor speed range typical of scft flapwise rotor
craft. All three modes are adequately damped with a damping ratio of 0.5 for the roll mode, 0.8 for the pitch mode, and 0.07 for the
coupled regressing inplane mode.

20 r
rad/sec _

10!-
I0 PITCP

20 30 40 50 60
a,, rod/sec

Fig. 5.1 Frequency of short-period roll node, short-period pitch mode, and coupled inplane
regressing mode versus "otor speed for BO-105 nelicopter.

An interesting study (ref. 2.15) shows tnat ,,thout aerodynamics the frequenc.., of the three modes remain approximately
unchanged from figure 5.1. However, the roll mode would become unstable in the operating rotor speeo range, while the regressing
mode - because of the assumeJ mechanical blade do,nping - would remain stable. The analysis depends critically on the value of the
assumed blade inplane struct ral damping ratio, w ich was 2% in this case. With zero structural damping, the coupled regressing
mode, even if all aerodynai .ic terms are included, t eomes unstable at the lower end of the operational rotor speed range. For the soft
inplane rotorcraft, some inplaie dampuig must be F. uvided either aerodynamically or by special elastomeric dampers if the blades have
inadequate structural dampinj.

5.2 Rotor Angle-of-Attack Instability

In addition to blade leid lag instabilities, the rotor angle-uf attack instability of hiogeless rotors has also been a maiui concern.
Figure 5.2 compares the hub ,iomen, derivative with rotor angle of attack in the unstalled rgion for an articulated rotor will, 2% hinge

offset and a hingeless rotor with a flapping frequency of 1.51.
.03 For stiffer blades, the increase in angle-of-attack instability

wouli be still more pronounced. To minimize angle-of-attack
HINGELESS ROTOR n~!ability, it is therefore desirable to keep the flap-bending

P' 1 stiffness of the blades, particularly in the root section, as low as
.02 possible, consistent with structural considerations. This has

- been done with several hingeless rctorcraft that have elastic
blade fap fiequencies of 1 05 to 1 121. Although a negative

.01 pitch f p coupling increases the flap frequency, it reduces the
ARTICULATED ROTOR rotor angle of attack stability and should be included since it

2% HINGE OFFSE' also alleviates vertical gust sensitivity. As mentioned before, the
____ p_ _ __,_ itch flap coupling ratio of the Lockheed AH 56A helicopter

0 I 2 3 4 5 was changed from 40.22 to 0 and titan to --0 38 despite an
ADVANCE RATIO, kL unfavorable thc lh acceptable effect of this change on the

damping of the blade lead lag mode, and despite the rotor

Fig. 5.2 Rotor ptching moment with hub angle of attack feedback control system that alleviates most of the rotor
derivative versus advance ratio angle-of attack instability

Another means of reducing angle of-dttack instability is churdwise overbalance (discussed in Sec 4 7) To bc effective, the contrul
system must be relatively soft This can introduce other problems in the reversed flow ieyiUn at high advance ratio, such as blade flutter
or blade torsional divergence, quite apart trorn the blade weight penalty Any rotor angle Uf attack instability that reniains afte, all
design efforts to minimize it must be compensated either by a sulficiently large horizontal tail surface of by a cuntrol feedback system.
The latter solution is discussed in the next chapter. A relatively large tail surface, though it can be effective in remuvng or recersing the
rotor angle of-attack instability, must be adjusted carefully to avoid large oscillatory blade flap bending moments The tail surface must
also be used to compensate in part he irge speed stabilty derivative of hingelesb rotors, which, accurding to figuie 5 9, can d tabilize

~ ~ - ~ . -, - - -o
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the phugoid mode. Because of the rotor downwash effects on the horizontal tail and on the fuselage, the design for acceptable
longitudinal flight dynamics should be supported by model testing that includes the rotor.

Considerable angle-of-attack instabiity and pitch divergence tendency will be tolerated by pilots so long as control power and
control sensitivity are sufficient. For example, hingeless rotor helicopters have been flown when the time to double amplitude of a pitch
disturbance was 1.5 seconds (ref. 2.20). However, care aiust be taken to ensure that adequate control margins beyond trim arca available
for all possible flight attitudes. tn the presence of angle-of-attack instability, an increasing pitch-up attitude requires increasing forward
control for trim. Once a pitch-up attitude is reached which requires full-forward control for trim, any further p;tch-up disturbInce
cannot be controlled and will lead to a temporary uncontrollable divergence until collective pitch or flight speed is reduced. For
helicopters with angle-of-attack instability, a trim analysis is desirable not only for steady flight conditions but also for possible
transient conditions to ensure that control margins adequate for recovery are available.

5.3 Control Problems

Recommended V/STOL handling qualities are discussed in references 5.1, 5 2, and 5.4. U.S. military requirements for V/STOL
flying qualities are given in reference 5.3 and flying qualities requirements for U.S. Army helicopters are given in reference 5 5 None of
these documents considers the special flying qualities of hingeless rotorcraft. The first four references attempt to combine requirements
for rotorcraft with V/STOL type airplane flying qualities - a ditficult enterprise. Even basic terms such as control oower and control
sensitivity are used with entirely different meanings in the various documents. The fact is that very little data are available on basic
hingeless rotorcraft flying qualities. All of the extensive Lockheed experiencc was gained with a hingeless rotor with an integrated
control feedback system that features a floating gyroswashplate. The basic characteristics without the feedback system are computed in
reference 2.44 but are not substantiated by flight tests. The longitudinal stability and control characteristics of the Bolkow BO 105
helicopter are well documented, but few other comparable data are available. The discussion of the control and stability qualities of
hingeless rotocraft is therefore incomplete.

Hingeless rotor control is of the rate command type (refs. 5.1 and 5.2) in contrast to the attitude command type for loiigitudinal
airpiane controls. The time constant, that is, the time to reach 63% of the asymptotic p;tch or roll rate, is a fraction of a second
compared to several seconds for articulated rotorcraft. Total control power is defined as the angular acceleration for the maximum step
pitch or roll control input, in agreement with references 5.1 and 5.2. Specific control power is termed the angular acceleration for a umt
step control input. This quantity is called "control sensitivity" in references 5.1 and 5.2 and merely "control power" in other
references. Actually, a fraction of a second is required to develop the control power even if a step control input is assumed This time de
lay, almost imperceptible to the pilot, can usually be ignored. Reference 5.2 recommends a time constant for the acceleration buildup
after a step control input of less than 0.2 second. However, a rotor designer can do very little to substantially influence this time constant

Control sensitivity is defined as the a.iymptotic pitch or roll rate per unit step coatrol input. In reference 5.6. stick deflections of

14 to 20 deg/secin. are recommended for armed helicopters, these values are accepted as valid at least for roll control, despite
considerably lower requirements given in reference 5.5. For articulated rotors, the time constants for the build up of the pitch or roll
rate given in reference 5.5 can hardly be achieved without SAS. For hingeless rotors, these time constants (fI y/8 and ly " /15 in pitch
for visual ano instrument flight, respectively) can be achieved easily and arc usually less. From this point of view, SAS for hingeless
rotorcraft is not necessary

While there are no inherent difficulties with specific control power tid with the time constant for the pitch or roll rate builduo,
the total installed ntrol power depends on the trim requirements. Figcre 5.3 (taken from ref. 2.20) shows longitudinal and lateral
cyclic pitch requ r'2d for trim for the BO 105 helicopter. F.,rward cyclic pitch of more than 6' and lateral cychc pitch up to 2' are
required for trim These values are about the same as required for an articulated rotor. Since the specific control power is much larger
than for articulated rotors, the total control power is also very much larger In flight, this large control power is balanced by a large
pitch and roll damping. On the ground this balance is not available and the pilot must use only small control excursions. Thus the
hmgeless rotor does have a problem of high control sensitivity on the ground. This is significant for autorotato nal landigs The
experience with numerous autorotarional landings with the Westland Lynx and the Bolkow 60 105 hds shown that tt'is type of landinc
can nevertheless be performed satisfactorily. The high control sensitivity on ground contact is also important fr' slope or ship deck
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Fig. 5.3 Cyclic trim requirements for BO 105 helicopter.
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landings and takeoffs and for taxiing. Slope landings up to 12 (left, right, and nose-up slope) have been carried out with the Lynx as
well as operation from two ships, without significant handling problems or blade stresses Tdxiing trials of the naval versil. of the Lynx
have also been completed without abnormal problems.

For longitulmal control requirements in maneuvers, figure 5.4 (taken from ref. 2.11) shows the BO-105 longitudinal control
required to attain load factors from 1.0 to 2.2 g at 110 knots. T,,e riginal blades with a NACA 0012 airfoil were predicted to give a
control reversal at 1.6 g. The newer NACA 23012 cambered ai foil postpones partial blade stall and avoids control reversal. However,

*the stick deflection per 9 is very small - only a fraction of an i ich per g. While this is also not atypical for aruiculated roturs, hingeless
rotors are usually characterized by small stick defleciions r,r j-load and control reversal in the high speed flight regime with partial
retreating blade stall. Associated with this are handling difficulties at high speed in turbulence which are also not atypical of articulated
rotorcraft without SAS.

LONGITUDINAL STICK POSIlION BO 105

o .%] GW 2050 kp - 4500lbs
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H 5000 It
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Fig. 5.4 Longitudinal control position versus load factor for BO-105 helicopter.

Another problem is that of control cross-coupling. Three
types of cross-coupling must be alleviated by proper design
methods. First, there are direct control cross coupling effects where

.05- a longitudinal control input also prodices a rolling moment, and a
|C ROLL lateral control input also produces a pitching moment Second,

Cchanges in angle of attack produce both pitching and roiling
ao-/16moments. Third, pitch rate produces not on!y pitch damping but

also a rolling moient, and roll rate produces not only roll damping
but also a pitching moment. All three types of cross coupling de-
pend on blade flapping frequency and advance ratio. Figure '.5
shows the second type of coupling at ar advance ratio of 0 6 as a
function of blade flapping frequency. For the soft flapwise rotor

.03 11.05 to 1.15SI flap frequency), the coupling is moderate but be
MCa comes large for the stiff flapwise rotor (> 1 492 flap frequency)

The two major design parameters that can alleviate all three types of

cross-coupling are control phase angle and negative pitch-flap

a 1 <6Figures 5 6 and 5 " (taken frt;,i ref. 2.79) give the trend ofP pitch and roll cross coupling v&th .ncreasing t' de flap frequency
TYPICAL RANGE in hover. Figure 56 shows the hub ru!'.. and pitching moment

.01 T OF coefficients per unit lateral cycli pitch The circle represents the
upper limit of soft flapwise blades (P = 1.17 for I 6), and the

FLAP FREQUENCY square represents a stiff flanwise blar,! (P = 1.33 for ) = 6), Ck is

the right rolling moment cefficient and Cm is the nose-up

0 I I pitching moment coefficient. A right cyclic pitch control input
0 2assumed in figure 5 6 provides a right rolling moment and nose-up
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 pitching moment. A nose up cyclic pitch control input would

FLAP FREQUENCY, I produce a nose up pitching moment and a left rolling moment To
compensate this coupling, soft flapwise rotors require 10 to 20

Fig. 5.5 Rotor pitch and roll moment with hub angle of ttack control phase shift so that ai, aft motion of the stick provides aft
derivative versus flap frequency, u = 0.6, - 5 plus right cyclic pitch This is achieved by shifting the swashplate

axes for longitudinal and for lateral cyclic control in :he direction
of rotor rotation by an amount equal to the control phaw angle. If negative pitch flap coupling is used, this contrul p~hase shift must be
larger. For stiff flapwise blades, the control phase shift must be 45' and more.

Figure 5 7 -hows hub rolling and pitching mument coefficient per unit pitching ungu~ar velocity, again for 1 6 (Circles and
squares have the same meaning as before I Fur P - 1 17, there is moderate cross couplinl in the sense that a nose ilown pitching
velocity produces a right rolling moment Il a turn, the angle Uf atta(k of the rotor will increase with an assoacited roll hub moment to
the left, which will partially compensate for the damping cross-coupling If a portion of the damping cross-coupling effect is
uncompensated, the same lateral control input will be required in both left and right coordinated turns, silce both types of turns
involve a nose-up pitch rate. This asymmetry for left and i ight turns is well knuwn in many helicopters iid can be alleviated by negative
pitch-flap coupling.

The cross-coupling effects change with forward flight, so thdt a Lonipruinise control phasing between hover and cruising flight
must be selected. The compromise becomes more difficult as aie blade fiapwise stiffness increases. With increasing advance ratio,

'0 0~- .~~*--

0,, - ~- ~ o ~ 0
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Fig. 5.6 Hub moment response to uni lateral cyclic control in hover (cross-control coupling).

collective pitch change4 increase the pitching and rolling moments
which also are more pronounced for stiffer flapwise blades. As for
dynamic cross-coupling effects, figure 5.8 (taken from ref 2.20) shows
(for hover) the combined cross-control and cross-damping effects afte- y=6
a pitch control input. These results were computed for the BO-105
helicopter. It is seen that, with a control phase angle of 750 (150 shift b
compared to the usual 90' phase angle arrangement for hinged rotors), ,.
the cross-coupling effects on attitude are quite small up to 4 seconds u) I

after the control step input. In forwaid flight, the crosscoupling P.

becomes larger. Note that in computing the control power of hingeless
rotors the asymmetric downwash effectively reduces the control pover
(ref. 5.7). The asymmetric downwash effect can be approximated )y
reducing the Lock number of the blade (as shown in refs. 2.79 L d P=1.17
2.80). This and other methods are compared with experimental
hinge- ss rotor response measurements in reference 2.75. -3 -2

Thus, for soft flapwise rotors, the various cross-coupling effects -Cm 16/o-
require special design consideration, but at low advance ratio they donotpreenta srios poblm.Fig 5.7 Hub moment response to unit ptitch uip angular
not present a serious problem.

velocity in hover (cross damping cou)lin(l)
5.4 Dynamic Stability Problems

Dynamic stability problems of hingelecs rotorcraft are mainly caused by the larger ROLL ATTITUDE ,p [degrees]
angle-of-attack ,nstab:lity compared to articulated rotorcraft. This may result in unstable -6 4 2 2 4 6 8
phugoid oscillations or a pitch divergence at high flight speeds As mentioned previoisly, the
derivative approa-h for dynamic stability analysis cannot be used for those modes that couple
appreciably with the rotor modes. The rotor coning mode with a frequency wo3 > 1 and the 4 - 1354

rotor advancing flapping mode with frequency £, + are affected very little by coupling with
the body and can be predicted with a fixed hub analysis However, the rotor regressing
flapping mode with frequency co - £2 couples with at least some of the body modes and also 8
with the other rotor modes; therefore, the rotor flapping modes must be included for a valid
analysis of rotorcraft flight dynamics, I

First consider the phugoid mode, as determined from the derivative approach, since the 12

effect of the rotor flanoing modes on the phugoid can be neglected. The three derivatives that
determine the phugo. haracteristics are the )tch darnming derivative Mq, angle-of attack 6
derivative Ma (which is i. rtion. he vertical ipii 14w), and the speed derivative Mu ,.

For positve pitch da".;oiny, Mq is negative, for positive ' qle of attack stability, Mr, is

negative; and for positive speed stability, Mu is positive. Figure takei from an unpublished 20.
note by Mr. Livingston of Bell Helicopter Co.) shows the stable pi ld range in terms of Mu 2 2
- Ma boundaries for a higeless: helicopter with rather soft flapwise L ies flying at 160 knots
Below the lower line, the divergence is static, above the upper e, the dive.gence is 24
oscillatory. A certain amount of angle of-attack instability can be k rated if the speed
stabity is postive and rot too large. In forward fhght, the speed stabilty is determinedI

mainly by the horizontal tail incidence, which must be adlusted carefully to obtain a stable 3 8
phugoid mode. 34

Reference 2.11 shows phugoid characteristics obtained with the derivative approach for C0'RL 32degrees

the BO-105 helicopter, where the period is 15 seconds at 100 knots ar the time to double eHASE fEC*Bdegr 75degrees
amplitude is 6 seconds With various rotor modifications, the unstab, Jlurioid can be niile ANGLE

nearly stable. Reference 2.44 presents the reynamic stability results L an analysis vith three 36
rotor flapping modes (called a 9 X 9 model) for the Lockheed AH 56A without the control
feedback system. The longitudinal and latc;a! directional motions are coupled because of the 40.
regressing rotor flapping mode. The inplane regressing mode with a frequency of about 0 6£Z PITCH ATTITUDE 0 [degrees]
was found to have a negligible effect on the flight stability

With the regressing rotor flapping mode, there are five eigenvalies f.. longitudinal motion F ig 5 8 Attitudes followinl a itt

and five for lateral directional motion instead of the usual four No mode shapes arc given In B0 105 helicopter

B- 10 heicp e
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300 rreference 2.44 so the degree of modal coupling is not known.T Longitudinally, two complex conjugate eigenvolues correspond to a

stable phugoid which, between 50 and 150 knots, has a period (,f 22
recoresin roo fapping mato oit f.5,xed hu sta soperiod fpiot

200- mode with a period of 1.5 seconds and a damping ratio of 0.9. (The

4, 2 seconds.) Furthermore, the pitch dfivergence iF small a, 50 knots
Mu but its time to double amplitude is 3 seconds at 150 knots.

Laterally, the regressing rotor flapping mode couples with the roll
S00 r STABLE convergence to produce a stable short-period roll mode wvith a period

of 1 second and a damping ratio of 0.5. In addition, th.,re was a
weakly damped duth roll mode with a period of 4 seconds and a
damping ratio of 0.2 and a spiral mode with a real eigenvalue near

~zero. Why the AH-56A without control feedback has a stable
0-lphugoid and a pitch divergence while the B&105 has an unstafble

phugoid is not clear. From figure 5.9, a stable phugoid in the
presence of angle-of-attack instability is possible only for a narrow
range of speed stability Mu.

200 00 -10 -200 From reference 2.44, it appeairs that the AH 56A helicopter can
20 0 0 -0 be flown up to 150 knots without a control feedback system The

Ma aircraft with a time to double amplitude of 3 seconds for the
Fig. 5.9 Phugoid stability boundaries of a sott Iflapwise i.itch-up divergence at 150 knots would probably not be harder to

hingeless helicopter at flight speed of handle than current articulated rotorcraft without SAS at that sped.
160 knots Only in the upper speed range from 150 to 220 knots, where the

time to double amplitude for the pitch divergence goes to 1.5
seconds and less, would it be questionable whether tire pilot, aftei failure of the SAS, could reduce the speed to an acceptable 'evel
without risking an upset. Because ot the crisp control rezponse, high speed flight without SAS may be feasible for such a 5hort period of
time Unfortunately, tois basic question was not resolved Note that, becauiSe Of tilt, larqe unloaidintg Of rotor lift to thfe fixed winq in thu
high-speed flight regime, the angle-of-attack instability of the AH 56A helicopter is considerably less than for a comparable vvingless
helicopter because partial blade stall substantially aggravates ijiul angle utl-attack instability An aft position for thle wing was also used
to provide improved angle of attack stability

5.5 Winged and Compound Hingeless Rotorcraft

It is by now well understood that the cruise speed of tire plure heliccpler is limited to about 150 Knots Even this speedf can he
obtainc only with penalties in hover pierformance and with a deterioration Of hanidling qualities becouse of partial retreatint, blade ,tall

14 effects in maneuvering. This deterioration may he somewhat greater Ion hingeless rotouraft than fur articulated rotorcralr One way' to
overcome the speed limitation or ,)ure heficours o. it, unluad the rutor in high speed flight by a fixed vving Although a fixed wving
clearly improves the maneuvering capability at high specd, it involves considerable penalties in weght. hove, download, chlmb
performance, and autorotational performance. The forwand tilt of the unloaded ratIor is greater than that of the fully loaded rotor Tc,
achieve the desired lift sharig between rotor and wing, the fuselage attitude with respiect to rotor attitudi must be properly adlusted
As mentioned previously, such an adjustment is more difficult for hingeless rotors bm-cus- O lie large hob monl-nts involved It 1
likely that the design problemns of a hingeiess wingled rzotorcraft arm greater than for an articulated vvmnued rotorcralt

For a compound helicopter where auxiliary propulsion is onovided in) addition to a fixed wing. h1 hl spieed flight yen'r be a hiitvec'

t ~with the fuselage and rotor attitude approximately horizontal In this case tilt hingjeless rotor is not 1t a disddvantage wvith respect toi

the articulated rotor. Several compound hingoless rotorcralt have br-in flown the Lockheed XH 51A complounid helicopter (ref 2 561.
the Bell UH- 1 compound helicopter wvith four bladed hingeless rotor (ref 2 26), anid the Lockheed AH 56A heli'opter ( ruts 2 50 ind
2.39). The first two compound rotorcraft hadd auxiliary let engines, the latter hlid a tail mounted pusher piropeller The Xl- 51A A
compound reached a flight speed of 263 knots, the UH 1 hirieless rotor comiiound re,ch-if 220 knots, and the Ali 56A AMCS w is
flight tested to 210 knots All three compoundf hingeless rotorcraft had stiff inplanie biades

Two main inte-rrelated questions shouid be answered for a compiound helicopter Should thet rotor speed lie msisjntil r-ifucei
in cruise, and should convenzional airplane type controls he lirovidfel for cruise The- McDienoi -l Xv 1 coiound used airlplano typi
controls in cruise and the rotor autorcutated at 59'. normal rotor spieedl with a confstant rotoi angle- of atthick controlled fy ai rotor spieed
governor In cruising flight, the rotor had -very little effect on handli lodl iitiV uSsince it w~as ar ti u latef aind car riedf only 10 to 1 5 if

the total lift. The penalties for true airplane type handling qjual ities in c ruising flight w~ere the eliklit 'Ind adilI on'ii Lomlilixty vOf
airplane type controls and the necessity for a 30- stcond trainsi tion u-niod between the two rleltin. iodes 40re 5 8) Tb is solution %%o ild
probably be impractical for a hingless rotor since substanltial hlub mnoments voo Id have to bee livenr oici ijy tlii dillii ,u !,ite controls

As demonstrated by the three flight tested hengc-less r ompound hiocopters -tifentionei irev ou sly rotor kont tie I of soft fliwv
hingeless rotors can be ad equate in high speed fIIg~it withi the irotor unloaded Some (ifiull i ies svei ex-v iinh -i wi th the Sel U,1- H1
hingeless compound because of inadi-quate longitudinal i ntrol 1)ow- t) overt ome the inijli' of at tat k stilily f room the two horion tai
tails This difficulty is. typical aind indicates5 thait conipeilsao1l lot the fltr eimgIli of attai k iiistaitu liV1 ithitoni otl t'ills is not ai
good solution The rotor angtle of at ack instafility shoii'd be mninim ized by olit inil thle rotor il-'signi prirr -'ters ratfhit thain i esor tog
to a large horizontal tail For the Lockheed compiourii rotoncraf t. this was amomliplisfeil by tire t il 001 fee-ill ~i( k Sy stemn wIth float eqt
gyroswashplate. so tre tproblem of inadequoate control power at high speled was no! emoon ti-rei T he BellI Ul I inpund niiee-dedi

* ~~~~conventional airplane tytpe controls for t1rW fleght tests weith a te~etorrg roitor Thm, se oeetr ol,3 vwe retilow l-fofr the te;ts ivvith thle
four btaoed hingjeless rotor, hut oi-,!y ito- aeleroos wi-re- actually used

Wvhether the cruise spieed of the rotor can hit,- ubswtJIval reduiced vvi tlriiit a io,,s iii rotor ( i'itr il efflict iv'e-s-. e-mir, toi lie'

determined Modern turbine powerplants are qiet flexibhle we th ri-sptic to opel atloral speed Fir stiff minlarene'l-iess rot fillhe
- ~~/rev inpfane resonance is a barrier to reduced rotor spieer F or soft inplain- hingeIc-s rotors thii 1 rev inpl,iie reson 1111 is iin i-vil Moile

formidable barrier to reduced rotor speedf To tproveide aile-qinte roitor i ortrlil fnlieni- at i eificei ro tor sq ied is ,ils a sitrueilr el
problem since the centrifugal relief of thle flap headding nionli fits at thre bWade root is reduiiedi Ti-,s l,.ith thet-B1-i1 dO I (onipokndi have
shown that, with then bifi- tips. in adlvarnceng oilarti Machi rnuilier of 0 94 (in be rear lhed withouit e-m e-sseve Ilie andii t iiitnil lieiifs If
a soniewhat reduced rotor speed in crue ,e of abiiut 6020 ft sw- brlade tell Speed is assumned, ae uis sp eedi of 250 kills% I (ailnlce roi of
0 /) appears feasible for a vve'l if-signei hengjeless comupoundl he-licopter sing lilly riit r intiroi lhieiieqhoumt Iti't Ilitiht seiee dI tatt
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5.6 Coaxial Hingeless Rotorcraft

Although several cuwsial rotorcraft have been developed, this configuration - at least in the West - has never reached production.
When articulated or soft tlapwise rotors are used, the separation between the two coaxial rators must be quite large. A compact coaxial
configuration is possible only with stiff flapwise hingeless rotors. In addition to its compactnes, this configuration also offers the
possibility of substantially increasing the lilt capability of the rotor system at high speed (as exolained in Sec. 2.5). Figure 5.10 (taken
from ret 2.65) compares the achievable lift coefficients versus rotor advance ratio of art dated rotors and the Sikorsky ABC
(advancing blade concept) rotor system. At an advance ratio of 0.6, the ABC rotor system can carry twice the lift of an articulated
rotor, with a slightly better lift.drag ratio (neglecting shaft and hub drag). The coaxial stiff flapwise hingeless rotorcraft is an alternative
solution to the winged helicopter. With auxiliary propulsion, it is an alternative solution to the compound helicopter. Although
aerodynamically more efficient (except for the higher hub and shaft drag), the question is whether the coaxial hngeless rotorcraft is
competitive with the winged or compound helicopter because ot the greater weight, complexity, and the flight dynamics problems
inherent in the coaxial system.

ABC ROTOR.24 (PREDICTED)
~AMES

[t i-. ._TEST
[.[ ,MAX LIFT *.,6 , NA' POINTS

COEFFICIENT,
C L /0-

.08 CONVENTIONAL
• AR rlCULATED

{ ROTOR

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
ADVANCE RATIO, .L

Fig. 5.10 Maximum aerodynamic blade loading for a single rotor and for a stiff flapwise
coaxial rotoi system.

Because f the high flapwise and edgewise blade .iatural frequencies, the regressing modes may not sub3tantially couple w;th the
flight dynamics modes. The derivative approach to flight dynamics discussed in section 3.3 may be adequate in thi case. The most
outstanding characteristics of the stift flapwise hingeless rotor are the large spectic ccntrol power, the large angle of attack instability,
and the large cross-coupling effects. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show how opecific c..tiol power, control .ross-coupling, damping, and
crcss-damping in hover increase with flapwise blade stiffrss. Figure 5.5 shows 'he hub moment derivatives with ar.gle of attack without
stall effects versus blade flap frequency for an advance ratio of 0.6. The angle of-attack instability at a flap frequency of 1.52 is not
much greater than at 1.12i, but the associated rolling moment is substantially higher than the pitching moment. For coaxial rotors, the
rolling moments cancel but the shaft moments will increase and the clearance between the rotors will be reduced. The rolling momert
d- t, angle of attack is produced by the large increase in lift on the advancing blade (negative Ctka). In trimmed flight, the advancing
blade, in keeping with the ABC concept, is more highly loaded than the retreating blade so the tip path planes are tilted toward each
other - a tilt that increases with increasing rotor angle of attack.

A prelead of -1.5' is used for the ABC rotor-, the elastic blade axis ,s at 25% chord, and the blade center of gravity is at 25%
chord for the outer quarter of the blade and at 29% inboard. Because of thr, high blade bending stiffness, much of the aeroaynamic
blade force is reacted elastically without producing a torsional moment. The reduction in rotor clearance resulting from gyroscopic
action is cancelled in part by a suitable coupling between cyci,. pitch controls. Precone is used to relieve blade root bending stresses.
Because of the nearly matched stiffness design and the high blade oendiny stiffness, the precone sould have little effect on pitch lead
coupling, unless the control system is unusually soft. When the 40 ft itors were operated in the Ames 40-uy 80 foot Nind Tunnel over
a wide range of conditions, no dynamic instabilities of any kind wer-, encountered (ref. 2.66). Since there is no substantial pitch flap
coupling and no blade mass overbalance that might relieve the angle-of-attack instability, a large horizontal tail is required At higher
flight speeds, the calculated rotor derivatives are in good ireement with those measured for the full scale rotors in the 40 bv 80 foot
Wind Tunnel Iref 2.65) At low speeds, there are substantdi discrepancies betw.vn ic ,,.culated derivatives and those measured with a
1 '5 scale Fro.ide toodel in the Princeton Dynamic Model Track (ref 2 63.

From the model data available thus far, the main fliqht dynamics problems appear to be

(a) A large angle-of-attack instability, not aleviated by structural or other pitch flap coupling effects, requring a large horizontal
tail. Even at 38 knots and including tail effects, this instability is substantial, reqluiring 1.4" forwird cyclic pjitchi to compenSate a 100
pitch up attitude

(b) A mismatch between large longitudinal cyclic pitch required for trim and small maneuvering cyclic pitch values. At 38 knots,
a 20" level flight flare requires 9" forward cyclic pitch for trim

(c) A large pitching response hom collective pitch input

(d) A reductio ,i yaw control power from differential collective pitch during low speed descent conditions This type of yaw
control is replaced at higher speed by rudder control

(el Large changes in ai craft attitude between hover and high sueed flight since the rotor tip path pilane attitude with respect to
the fuselage is almost constant

Some of these problems can be solved or alleviated by a rotor feedback s'stein, as shown in the following section Other problems are
inherent in the stiff flalPwise CO.i 1,ll rotor confol uration

6 FEEDBACK SYSTEMS FOR HINGELESS ROTORCRAFT

Wh(,ti.er hingeless rotorcraft require control feedback systems and if so. of wlhat type, depends on the design ind "'e opelational
'lope Foi oderate speeds, low blade lapwise stiffness, structural pitch flap cou,ling, and adequate horizontal tail size. feedback

sytems are unnecessary For fnnqeles rotorcraft with higher speed capabilities, the increased gust sensitivity and increased
,inli' of allick inslaibiity becorne ncre,.inqily mor? (iifhcult to counteract without a fiedlbdk tontrol system Th iesci it iltussiun is
limited to inner loot) leedbac", systems designed to improve helicopter handling characteristics The deoiin philosophy has been to
improve control dynamics by use of '-,dback z" tems without changing the basic IOith or roll rale command type of (ontrol re-p)onse
in contrast to the pitch attitude con mand type for airlanes Elctronic or fluidic f,,edha&.k systvms ae presently considered less

- - - - - -(J '. o, o 0 ,>. .,--ro --
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reliable than the basic mechanical :ontrols, and failure of the feedback systems should not degrade flying qualities to a puain wiere
pilot effort becomes excessive. When "fly by wire" systems are accepted, the feedback loops become integral components of the
control systems and the requirement of flight worthiness with failed feedback loops will no longer be justified. Then a type of control
s~stem entirely dil'rent from the "natural" unaugmented helicopter controls can be selected. TAGS is an examplE of such a
fly by wire system with integral feedback loops, whereby the sidearm controller commands altitude rate, heading rate, lateral and
forward velocities (ref. 6.1). It has also been suggested (ref. 6.2) that an onboard Kalman filter, contioller be used which would allow all
state variables to be fed back into the controls while only a few variables are actually being measured.

Since helicopter fly by wire technology is still in the experimental stage, only feedback systems are examined here which retain the
natural pitch fr roll rate command but improve the response characteristics of the helicopter. Anong these systems, a distinction must
be made between the integrated feedback systems designed to be operative at all times and the auxiliary feedback systems that permit
operation with only the basic controls. Articulated and teetering rotorcraft presently have auxiliary feedback systems, so that flights
can be made with or without the stability augmentation system (SAS). The control authority is limited to about 25% to ensure that a
"hardover" signal will not endanger the aircraft. If the SAS malfunctions, the servos are often automatically centered and locked.

Without SAS, the helicopter usually has marginal handling qualities in the upper flight :peed regime. With a dua, SAS that
indicates a failure of one system, the pilot can avoid flight regimes with marginal unaugmented handling qualities so that, if a second
system fails, he can revert without risk to the basic controls. Many such articulated rotorcraft are in operation. From the discussion in
section 5.4, it appears that the same principle could most likely be applied to some hingeless rotorcraft types. The Lockheed design
philosophy was diffeient and led to an integrated mechanica, feedback system (previously noted). The latest form, the AMCS, is
discused in more detail in section 6.1. In subsequent sections, lagged and proportional rotor tilting moment feedback, coning and
normal acceleration feedback, and Lonventional hingeless rotor stability augmentation are treated.

6.1 Lockheed Gyro-Controlled Rotor

The system in its latest AMCS form can best be described as a full authority attitude gyro positioned in space by the pitch or roll
rate command of the pilot. Figure 6.1 (taken from ref. 2.39) (except for the dashed feedback loop explained later) is a simplified block

_____ ____ __-- KR

Mp' 17 M 8[_ 1 ACTUA., •j1-:4-- 4 K/(S +I/T) FUSELAGE
++ 8R__ __ __ __ __ _

L €I/K) 6F

Fig. 6.1 Simplified block diagram for Lockheed AMCS.
diagram of the system for one axis. The pilot input moment Mp combines with the feedback moment from cyclic flapping KRPI to

produce the input moment to the floating gyroswashplate M.

M = Mp - KR I (6.1,

here KR is the rotor feedback gain. The nyro acts as a first order system with a lag 7. Its space-referenced attitude is given by

KO M (6 21s + (1/r)

The small term 1,'i originates from the asymptoti, alignment mechanisin between gyroswashplate and fuselige, which can .onsist ut
either dwiping uf the rutating 9imbal axes oi weak non rotating centering sprimls The difference between the gyroswashpiate attitude
and fuselage attitude is proportional to the cycli, pitch input uI as indicated n figuie 6 1 by the fuselage feedback loop and where KF
is about 0 7

fi' - KF( - 0F (63)

The cyclic ,tcLh Input 0 I is modulated by actuator and rotor dynamics to obtain the cych, flappinq ,j. For low frequency iesponse, one

can set l1 proportional to 0 1 iJl AOl (64)

Cy.lic flapping j is fed back as a gyiuswashplate moment (eq 6 1) and also pruduces (via fuselage dynamics; the fuselage attitude
change OF. OF is subtracted from the gyro attitude, (eq. 6.3) so that the fuseldge follows the attitude of the gyro which, in turn, is
positioned by the pilot .sith the help of an attitude rate command (eq 6.2) For zcu fuselage aerodynamic damping, the dsymptotic
pitch or roll iate per unit stick deflection - that is, the control sensitivity - is determined only by the qyro dynamics and is
independent of iotui dyndrics. Beause the jerodynaiiic damping of the fuselage increases with increasing flight speed, the control
sensitivity decLieases with flight speed sinc" the pidut momrn-ent Mp must overcome both the gyru moment M and the fiedback moment
from cyclic flapping KRil, which asyniptotically is proportional to the fuselage damping moment Within the validity of equation l6 4),
the rotor has no nfluence oi stability and curtiol Lhirdcteristics and these are exclusively determined by gyro and lusclage dynamiLs
This statement refers to the hub tilting moments that are the main source of hingeless rotorcraft attitude instability. Since rotor lift and

drag forces contribute to handling qualities, they must be determined.

The rotor characteristics are also of no consequence with respect to the effects of gusts on the pitch or roll attitude since the rotor

gust moments are alleviated by the gyroswashplate, at least fol the lower frequency range. Since the gyroswashplatU acts as a low pass
filter, the higher frequency components of the gust spectrun are not alleviated An analysis of the higher frequency respor'e requires
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the use of rotor dynamics instead of equation (6.4). However, the low-frequency behavior is well represented by this equation. A
necessary addition to t,e floating gyroswashplatt system is a negative spring system applied to the swashplate to partially compensate
the positive springs through which the pilot inputs are transferred to the swashplate. Without these negative springs, the gyro lag 'r

would be undesirable.

The effect of rotor characteristics can be eliminated not only with respect to the low-frequency dynamic control responses but

also with respect to trim, which depends only on T and the body trim moments. Trim values for the AH-56 AMCS are less than 1 irch
of stick deflection between 0 and 200 knots, both for lateral and longitudinal control. Stick senitivities in pitch decrease from
9°/sec/in. to 6/sec/in. between 0 and 200 knots and are ronstant at 13*/sec/in. in roll. In wind-up turns, even at 200 knots, the stick
deflection is only 1 in./g. There was no stick gradient rever~ai even up to the highest level tested - 2 j. The ptch-rol cross coupling is
zero.

No values for frequency and damping of the various flight dynamics modes have been published. Presumably, all moues are staLle
or almost stable. None ot the numerous dynamic difficulties of the previou, feathering feedback system were encountered, which must
be attributed, in part, to the advantages of the flapping feedbacl, system and to the experience gained ii the development process. Since
*he AMCS has not been placed in production, the reliability of a floating swashplate positioned merely by the balance of vaious spring
moments is questionable. However, the principle of emasculating the lifting rotor with respect to low-frequency pitching and rolling
moments has been successfully demonstrated. This emasculation removes the flight dynamics problems of hingeless rotors associated
with angle-of attack instability, control oversensitivity, pitch-roll coupling, gust sensitivity, stick reversal, and pitch-up divergence and

allows the desigier to achieve desirable fligh, dynamics characteristics without knowledge of the rotor tilting dynamics. The equaitl' Of
pitch and roll damping in hover, combined with a usually small roll,'pitch inertia ratio, provides a shorter response time constant in roll
than in pitch, which is desirable. Control power is substantial on the ground where the fuselage attitude is controlled more by ground
contact than by the rotor, so that careful taxiing is required, as is the case with all hingeless rotorcratt. Autorotational landings with the
AMCS have been studied analytically but not experimentally.

6.2 Lagged Rotor Tilting Moment Feedback

A design with almost all the flight dynamics characteristics of the Lo.kheed AMCS but which avoids the floating gyroswashplate is
described in reference 2.88. The design can be exp.ained wi, thn help of lgure 6 1. For small 1'T, the dynamic system remains almost
the same if the body attitude feedback loop (solid lines) is replaced by a body attitude rate feedback loop (dashed lines). The
gyroswashplate can be omitted if the cyclic actuator is designed wit. iag T. As rescribed in reference 2.88, this system can be built with

purely mechanical components. As in the Lockheed AMCS system, undesirable rotor tilt is emoved to improve fiying qualities. Control
sensitivity does not depend on the rotor but only on die cyclic actuator, on the aerodynamic fuselage daipiny, and on the body attitude
rate feedback gain As flight speed increases, fuselage damping increases and control sensitivity in terms of asymptotic pitch or roll rate per
unit control input decreases. For flight conditions with adequate fuselage damping, the attitude rate feedback is not required. However,
in hover, the fuselage damping is almost zer3 and the desired control sensitivity must be obtained with body pitch and roll rate

feedback since the rotor damping is removed by the rotor feedback.

Although it is iiot difficult to design an essentially rate-responsive cyclic actuator to replace the gyroswashplate io figure 6.1, a
more conventional control system with a proportional cyclic servo is possible with the same characteristics as the Lockheed AMOS. The
system in figure 6 1 with dashed feedback !oop remains the same if the gyro dynamic: are removed from the central signal path end

substituted in three places in the rotor feedback loop, in the body feedback loop, and as a feedforward system for pilot input. The
system shown in figure 6.2 is obtained (see ref. 2.44). This electronic system cn be used in parallel with a direct mechanical control
system and can be disconnected if the system fails Thus, there are purely meihanical or electromechanical feedback systems that use a
conventional nonfloating swashplate to provide almost the same control dynamics as the Lockheed AMCS. If either essentially
rate responsive actuators or feedback and feedforward lags are used, such systems can effectively emasculate the rotor with respect to
tilt and remove all the low frequency, flight-dynamic problems of hingeless rotors. Similarly for the AMCS, the rotor dynamics need not
be known to design for the desired flying qualities. It is sufficient to know the body dynamics. The horizontal tai! does not have to
compensate the rotor angle-of-attack instability but merely has to stabilize the fuselage.

K/(S+I/r) 0"P1 ACTUATOR / FUSELAGE

K/(S+I/T) 0

Fig. 6 2 Electromechanical control system equivalent to the Lockheed AMCS

Although low-frequency flight dynamics can be determined for these feedbak ,vstems without knowledge of rotor tilt dynamics,
lagged rotor tilting moment feedback does destabilize some high frequency rotor modes This prubem was studied in references 2 85,
2 88, and in the review of reference 2.88 In figure 6.3 Itaken from ref. 2 85), the solid lines are based on a linear Floquet ty je of

analysis with periodic coefficients in the system equations and the dashed lines indicate a constant coefficient approximation. The
advance ratio is 0 8, the blade number is 4, the blade Lock number is 8, the blade flapping frequency is 1 15SI, and the constdnt chord
rigid blades are flexibly hing2d at the rotor center The feedbatk equations with dimensionless time (time unit 1 lt) are the same for

0.
, 00, 0-
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pitch and roll without cross-feedback:

2.0 0 01 +0.101 = -K,01.4 .4 10 (6.5)
.1in + 0.1011 =-K11

. .where 01, 011, 01, and Oil are forward and left cyclic pitch and cyclic
e =.8 " flapping, respectively. The lag T is 10 - the time for 1.6 rotor

8 revolutions. The stability limit is reached for a feedLack gain of K =
..5 80.7. The unstable mode with frequency 0.8O2 has large coning and

K.= 0,.2,.4, .8 differential coning components. For three blades with the same

characteristics, the maximum gain at the stability limit is somewhat
smaller; however, the unstable mode is quite different and consists of

.8 a progressing flapping mode with a frequency of 1.5n and little
S 0-.8 coning. At a higher advance ratio, the gain limit becomes smaller and

.04 8 at an advance ratio of 1.6, it is only 0.17 for four blades and 0.28 for
1.0 -. 0 X) three blades. As shown in the review of reference 2.88, the gain limit

0 -drops rapidly with increasing blade Lock number when rotor
?.8 damping is decreased, and it rises with increasing blade flapping

stiffness. If coupled rotor/body dynamics are used rather than the
.8 / fixed hub case of figure 6.3, some of the lower-frequency modes are

----- Consf.Coeff. P changed in damping and frequency, while the higher-frequency
5 modes remain approximately unchanged. Blade flexibility reduces

.5 14 2 the stability as shown in reference 2.82.

6.3 Proportional Rotor Tilting Moment Feedback
I While the Lockheed floating gyroswashplate and the equivalent

, combination of lagged rotor tilting moment plus lagged pitch rate
0 feedback essentially remove the effect of rotor characteristics on

O flight dynamics - except for the high-frequency response -
0 -  - f - #r 0 proportional rotor tilting moment feedback merely modifies the

-1.5 -1.0 -. 5 rotor characteristics to make them more acceptable. If proportional
cyclic flapping feedback is used without cross-fecdback - fore and

Fig. C.3 Effect of lagged rotor tilting moment feedback gain aft cyclic flapping is fed only into the longitudinal control and not
on characteristic values, into the lateral control and vice versa - the review of reference 2.88

(based on ref. 6.3) indicates that flapping instability occurs at low
feedback gains. However, high gains can be reached with

1.5 r cross-feedback (ref. 2.85).

1. The following feedback equatiotis are assumed:

2..1 +01 =-_flKpcose+OlIKpsine

N=-3 (6.6)
rNi + 011 = -lKp sin e -gllKp cose

S.0 UNSTABLE Figure 6.4 (taken from rei. 2.85) refers to a three-bladed rotor

\.0 with rigid blades flexibly hinged at the root having a natural flap
frequency of 1.15E, and a Lock number of 8 operating at an
advance ratio of 1.6. For - = 0, the gain Kp at the stability limit is

I\ shown as a function of the feedback phase angle e. For c = 0, the
gain limit is low, the gain limit is high for c = 60' to 800. Lag

. ,values r typical of high-speed hydraulic servos have no substantial
effect on the stability limit. Proportional rotor tilting moment

.5 ,feedback can alleviate the undesirable hingeless rotor

characteristics such as angle-of-attack instability, control
oversensitivity, pitch-up divergence, gust sensitivity, etc. Unlike
the lagged tilting moment feedback, it does not require a body
attitude rate feedback since rotor damping, though reduced, is still

I available. The hingeless rotor is merely conditioned and not
o 3completely emasculated as for the gyroswashplate or its equivalent

0300 60 90 lagged tilting momei,, oystem.

C 6.4 Coning or Normal Acceleration Feedback into Collective

cig. 6.4 Effect of cross-feedback ohase angle on Pitch
limiting gain for proportional rotor Normal acceleration feedback into cyclic pitch was found to
tilting feedback. excessively (,estabilize the rotor coning mode (ref. 2.441. Coning

feedback, which is almost identical to normal acceleration
feedback into collective pitch, was proposed and studied in reference 6 4 and later applied to the McDonnell XV-1 compound
helicopter A very large gain of over 2 was used without encountering coning mode difficulties at conventional advance ratios. The
feedback equations are

T00 + 0o = -K 0 f0o coning feedback (6 7)

rYo + 00 = Ka(vv - q) acceleration feedback

where w is the downward velocity, q, the nose up pitch rate, and p, the advance ratio A body-fixed reference system :s used. Both
feedback systems substantially alleviate rotor angleof attack instability. However, high .iins are possible only at moderate advance
ratio. The coning feedback case shown in figure 6 5 (taken from ref. 2.85) is valid for tne same hingeless rotor as in figure 6.4 tot 7 1 0
The limiting gain is much smaller than for proportional rotor tilting feedback Fur a four bladed rotor, the limiting gain drops still

C'|' :- ~ -
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further. The conclusion is then that coning or normal accelera-
tion feedback into collective pitch is feasible at high gains for .6
moderate advance ratios but only small gains can be used at 2.0 .0
high advance ratios. .2

The Westland Lynx helicopter has a normal acceleration .2
feedback into collective pitch of about 2.70 per g with a lag I-- 1.6
time of about 0.1 second which increases the speed for N = 3
acceptable operational pilot workload in turbulent conditions -- 2 .4
from 120 to 165 knots (ref. 2.3). As mentioned previously, this 1.5 ---0-----

- 4

feedback system is considered to be an integral part of the .64 .6
controls. Combining coning feedback into coilective pitch and

proportional rotor cyclic flapping feedback into cyclic pitch is
equivalent to delta three pitch-flap coupling for e = 90, Kp - 2
K0 , 7" = 0 (Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7)]. This will provide good flapping .2
stability even at high advance ratio unless the blade is too soft .4
in tors;on and too near the reverse-f low torsional divergence 1.0 -- 0
limit (ref. 2.84). When this type of combined feedback is used, 6 0
a phase angle somewhat less than 90" provides even better
stability, as was the case for proportional tilting feedback
shown in figure 6.4.

6.5 Conventional Stability Augmentation Applied to Hingeless
Rotorcraft .5
Tests with Bell Model 583 with a four-bladed hingeless

rotor have shown that a conventional SAS can improve the
flying qualities of hingeless rotorcraft. Similar observations were
made with the Westland Lynx helicopter. However, no
quantitative, analytical, or flight-test results of the effectiveness . 2
of an SAS have been published for either of these hingeless 0 .6 .41

helicopters. The Lockheed hingeless iotorcraft were always -1.5 -1.0 -. s 0
flown with the gyroswashplate byztem - considered to be an A

improvement over SAS. Analytical results for the effects of
stability augmentation on the AH 56A without the Fig. 6.5 Effect of coning feedback gain on characteristic values.
gyroswashplate system are given in reference 2.44 and are
reviewed briefly here. The analysis included the effects of the regressing, progressing, and coning modes of the rotor. A linear constant
coefficient analysis was performed, including a variety of body feedback laws and parameters. The speed range from zero to 200 knots
was covered. The results are given in terms of root locus plots for the various flight dynamics modes.

As explained in section 5.4, a fully coupled analysis using the three basic rotui modes yields a complex conjugale pali of roots fur
the advancing blade flapping mode anld one pair fui the Ltullctive fldpping mode. The regressing blade flapping mode combines with the
body modes to yield a Lomple. conlugate pair for the short period pitch mode, and another for the short period roll mode. Three more
roots r main for the longitudinal modes - one complex conluyate pair for the phu god and one real root - and three more roots for the
lateral directional modes - one complex conjugate pair for the dutch roll mode and one real root for the spiral mode (a total of 14
roots). In the upper speed ranqe, the AH 56A without feedback would have (according to ref. 2 44) a pitch divergence, a stable
phugoid, and a short-period pitch mode.

For pitch response, th. main problem the feedback systerm must solve is to remove the pitch divergence at high flight speed
without destablizing the phuguid and short piiULod pitch modes. At 200 knots, late feedback alone cannot remove the pitch divergence.
Attitude feedbcdk alone caiI stabilize tie pitch divergence but it destabilizes the phugoid. Therefore, a combination of rate and attitude
feedback is required to obtain a stable real root and stable phujoid. The values selected are an attitude feedback of 12 in. stick, red and
a rate feedback of 6 in stick,',ad,'sc, which results, at 200 knots, in a pitch conveigence, a highly damped phugoid with a damping ratio
of 0.68 (increased from 0.4), and a short period pitch mode for which the damping ratio is reduced from 0 9 to 0.6. If a lagged pit-h
rate feedback is used Instead of tile attitude feedback, the pit,,h divergence cannot be completely eomuved, however, a lag time o I.'
seconds gave a time to double amplitude of about 24 seconds

Whilu tie selected feedback gave satisfactory roots, an excessive g response at high speed occurred, which would require, for

example, airspeed scheduling of the pitch rate feedback If tie pitch rate feedbick is replaced by lagged cyclic flapping feedback in
accordance with figuie 6.2, dtie contrul seisitivi'y Is autumatiucally reduced with increadsy flight speed bacause of the increasing body
damping as explained earherl. No excessive g response at high speed is then obtained. Note that this characteristic is peculiar to the
AH 56 where the fixed wing kenei aes most uf the lift at t iqh speed Except fur the excessive g response aiid some cor.trol problems
after ground contact, a pitch rate plus pitch attitude or la . ,d rate feedback appears to achieve saisfactory handliig characteristics of a
hingeless helicopter up to higqh fliqht speeds The develu ment of a simple automatic flight contr l system to the BO 105 helicc)ter is
discussed in reference 6.5.

7 ANALYTICAL MODELING TECHNIQUES

In chapter 3. e hierarchy of dynamics concelpts was discussed, htieiiiiiiy with the IsOlited Ilddt, and ii dinj with the complete

rotor body dynamic system In this chalpter, additional details Of the an,lytical modehinj of hinjeless roturcraft are presented,
encompassing both structural and aerody iamic modehinq The tirm ai iilytical modelinj refers to the process ol estabihshinq the
system equations The solutions of these system equations are iscussed in chapter 8

7.1 Structural Modeling with Rigid Blades

The following equations are the basis of the air resonance inalysis flo the Bolkow BO 105 hingeless rotor helicopter, results of
which are piesented in reference 2 15 The analvsi was uritjially limnited to zero lurard velocity, but was extended to include forward
flight conditions * In thL V/ertui C 56 furm presented hfi re, the elastc blades are represented by rigid blades hinged sequentially hub

*The author is indebted both to the Boeing Ve lI Compai v id to Messerschmitt Boklow Bluoi-r. GmljH, for the basic ejuatiions for
the Vertol C 56 and tie MBB Blama proqrarr. , respec.ively
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-. - outward by a feathering hirge, a flappir9 hinge, and a lead lag hinge, all elastiLally restrained. The analysis at MBB (ret. 2.10) assumes
an additional outboard torsional hinge, also elastically restrained, to approximate the torsional blade deflections (see fig. 1.3). The
5ystem used et MBB is shown in figure 7.1 (taken from ref. 2.10). The rotor support is considered elastically attached to the body. The
MBB program, called "Blama" (blade-mast program), accepts up to 35 degrees ot freedom. 6 for the body, 5 fo the mast (excluding

yaw), and 4 per blade for up to 6 blades. The mod'l includes precone,

PITCH FLAP LAG TORSION prelead, pitch-lead, pitch-flap, and flap-lead couplings. Reference 2.15
also considered empennage degrees of freedom, which did not produce
air resonance in the operational rotor speed range. Elastic pylon modes
were not important for the air resonarnce problenn of the 30-105

,%,627 helicopter and are omitted.

An inertial reference system has been used, although a body-fixed
, reference system is more practical, since it reduces the number of

, degrees of fieedom and allows a more direct application of wind-tunnel
, W 4 test results. The analytical model in its nonlinear form can be used for

PYLON X PYLO time history programs; in its linear form, it can be used for eigenvalue
ROLN -- PITCH determinati, . Although originally developed for air resonance

L '< '- computatio fis, in its extended form it is also applicable to general flight

PITCH dynamic analyses. At MBB, the linear flight dynamic analysis was
ROLL performed by extracting aerodynamic derivatives from the Blama

model, which were then used in a conventional derivative analysis. A

LATERAL more accurate p ocedure presently being pursued is to use the complete
LONGITUDINAL VERTICAL linearized Blama program for the flight dynamic analysis without first

computing the cerivatives. A similar linearized program of this form has
Fig. 7.1 System used for MBB "Blama" program. been successfu'iy applied t(, hingeless rotor flight dyiamic studies at

Lockheed (ref 2.37).

The rigid blade is represented by mass elements dmb with the deflection vector:

Xb = X+ (x(iy (X R + %P xo + 0[x + B(q + Zr) 11 (7.1)

The vector x is the deflection of the total aircraft c.g. The vector xR positions the rotor center with respect to the aircraft c.g, vector x0
positions the feathering hinge with respect to the rotor center, vector x0 positions the flapping hinige with re,,pect to the feathering
hinge, vector x positios the lead-lag hinge with respect to the flapping hinge, and vector r positions the blide mass element with
respect to the lead-lag hinge. The deflection of the fuselage c.g. is

xf = x + 4'xbyxo (7.2)

Vector x0 positions the fuselage c.g. with respect to the total aircraft c.g. The transformations in equation (7.1) before linearization are

Fuselage toll and pitch:

1 0 0 1 [ oy0 sin y1
+ j 0 Cos 0ix -sin I. 1 , j 0 1 0 j(7.3)

[osin ox cos ox L-sin Y ocosy 7.

Rotor rotation:

F-sin 0 -Cos p 01

q'= 1 cos 0 -sin t0 (7.4)
0 0 1

Feathering:

[os 00 -sin 01
0= 1 0 (7.5)

Lsin 0 0 cosO J
Flapping:

B= 0 cosflsin (7.6)
[0-sin jcos J

Lead-lag:

I[ cos " sin " 01
Z -sin "cos0 j0 (7.7)

[0 01

With the fuselage angular velocity Af, the system kinetic energy T is
2T =fdmb iTbT + Mf)f+ ATIfAf (7.8)

which is to be integrated over all blades, Mt and It are the fuselage mass and moment of inertia matrces. The system potential energy
Is

2V = 2(K' " + KtO2 + K002 ) (7.9)

to be summed over all blades, K , K0i, and K0 are the spring rates for the lead lag, flapping, and frathering hinges, respectively The
equations of motion can now be derived from the Lagrange equations.

d /3T 3T 0V 0, (7.10)
dtaj. Y q5 3q

-e - - \.x
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where q, represents one of the blade coordinates €, , or " for each blade or one of the body cooroinates described by the linear and
angular deflection vectors of the rigid body. Tile rates ib and xf in equation (7.8) are obtained by differentiating equations (7. 1) and
(7.2) with respect to time, which introduces (through to eqs. (7.3) to (7.7)) the rates 41 of the blade and fuselage coordinates for which
equation (7 8) must be differentiated. The generalized forces Q, are obtained by first establishing the aerodynamic forces AF on a blade
element, then transformirng to the inertial system by

AF1  = 4Yx'Py 'eBZ(AF) (7.11)

from which

AQ, = AF-n Xo 17.12)
3q.

which must be summed over the blade elemen.s. In additioe, the body aerodynamic cuntributions must be considered for forward
flight If individual blade coordinates for all blades are ued, the analysis covers also the reactionless modes. If multiblade coordinates

r are used for only the regressing, aC. -ncing, and collective modes, as in the Vertol C-56 program, the analytical effort is reduced, but
reactionless mcdes are excluded. Somi additional comments on multiblade coordinates are made later.

7.2 Structural Modeling with Elastic Blades

Compared to the rigid blade analysis discussed in the previous section, the structural blade representation can be improved by
introducing along the blade span further spring-restrained feathering, flapping, and lead-lag hinges with interconnecting rigid blade
portions. The deflection of the rigid inboard blade section is given by equation (7.1). The deflection of the next blade section would
include new tansformations 01, B,, and Z, with new coordinates 02 , dl, and ' , which would also appear in equation (7.9). The time
rates ef the new coordinates would appear in equation (7 8). Thus, in an N-bladed rotor, each additional rigid blade section would
require 3N additional coordinates and their rates and associated transformations given by equations (7.5), (7.6), and (7.7). Such a
finite-element representation of rotor-body dynamics has not been developed to date.

At zero forward speed where the aerodynamic blade damping is constant, one could extract from a linearized finite-element
analysis the eigenvalues and natural modes characterized not only by the amplitudes but also by the phase angles at each blade station.
One could then perform a modal type of rotor-body dynamic analysis with damped blade modes. However, the usual method is to
perform a modal analysis with the blade natural modes in a vacuum, that is, without aerodynamic damping. For undamped natural
modes, all portions of the blade oscillate with the same phase. While actual phase differences along the span are small for the modes
with low damping (such as the lead laq modes), the torsion mode, and the higher flap-bending modes have considerable damping and
will chow some phs.% differences between the oscill-tions of the inner and outer blade portions. Whe. undamped modes are used
in a modal analysis, the aerodynamic effects produce lot only damping of each mode, but also intermode coupling that results in new
uamped modes with phase shifts along the blade span.

The advantage of the modal type of analysis is that, for forcing functions of mainly low-frequency content, as they -(;ur in flight
mechanics, the higher modes con be neglected and only the first few modes retained. If only flap bending is considered, the deflection
mode y(x,t) is represented by the infinite smries:

y(xt) = 1 1 p,(x)i3,(t) (7.13)

where iq(x) is the deflection of the Ith undamped mode and d,(t) is the corresponding generalized coordinate. Because of the
orthogonality relation,

I??, dm 0 (7.14)

one obtains, from equation (7 13),

=, t v' n, dm/ ,, di (7 15)

The y(xt) arm relative deflections in a rotating frame and rr,t be trunsformed into absolute deflections by a sep-es of transformations
such as in equation (7.1). The generalized coordinates ,(t, now replace the flapping angle 0 of the precedi.g section Kinetic energy,
potential energy, and the generalized forces contain spanwise intergrals where the modal deflection- ,tx) and their slopes occur as
factors.

The question of how many modes are required in an adequate structural elastic blade representation is a difficult one. The number
will be smaller when more of the structural details are considered in the determination of the mode shapes. It was found n reference
2 82 that using mode shapes of the nonrotating blade leads to larger truncation errors of the seties equation 17 13) than using mode
shapes of the rotating blade. The experience at Lockheed shows that a very exact structural representation of the blade root is
important so th;t the natural modes include the proper couplings between feathering, lead lag, and flap elastic deflections (ref 2 37 and
2 40) Usually, two flap bending modes, two lead lag bending modes, and one torsional elastic blade mode are used, including the effects
of rotation and all elastic and inertial coupling effects For flight dynamics analyses, one elastic flap bending mode may be adequate in
many cases (ref 2 82), where sever, hingeless rotor hub moment derivatives computed with one and two fian bending modes are
compared for two types of blades and ,or advance ratios of 0.8 and 1.6.

When two flap-bending modes are used, reference 2.82 shows that neglecting the aerodynamic intermode couphnic, las n ref 2 80)
can lead to substantial errors in the rotor derivatives, particularly with respect to trim Such errors can be larger than those which
occurred when the entire second mode was omitted With normal modes, it is important to truncate the mathematically infinite series
so that only the aerodynamic terms associated with the neglected higher mode deflections are omitted, but not any other aerodynamic
terms. For example, the truncation of the series for the elastic hub moment leads to unnecessary errors (see refs 2 80 and 2 82) In the
computation of the undamped blade modes, a finite element method is used with a large number of elements - typically 20 to 30 per
1lade - whereby the transfer matrix method for proceeding from one element to the next is a useful tool see, e i, ref 3 2) As
indicated in references 2 75 and 2 82, the rigid blade flight dynamic analysis is adequate up to an advance ratio of about 0 4 For
advance ratios up to 0 8 the elastic first mode should be used Beyond an advance ratio of 0 8. the second elastii, blade moie becomes
increasingly important These conclusions were drawn for the suostall region In the partial rotor stall regions, the elastic blade modes
probably should be considered earlier.

7.3 Aerodynamic Airfoil Modeling

As for articulateO and teetering rotors, hingeless rotor flight dynamics are usually based on quasisteady airfoil data
CompressiDulity and stall effeccs are also considered While unsteady aerodynamics is not imrortant for flight dynamics studies in the

* -7 .
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unstalled re';ime, the use of steady-state airfoil tall data leads to a considerable error in underpredicting the lifting capability of the
rotor. When the angle of attack inceases rapidly, airfoils generate sutslintially higher maximum l;ft than during slow changes in angle
of attack. There is also the phenomenon of so-called "moment stall,' which consists of changes in airfoil aerodynamic moments that
precele "lift stall." The literature on onsteady airfoil stall is growing rar idly. A corrolete theory of :his plienomelon does not yet exist,
but there are empirical methods, based on oscillating eirfoil mL-asurements which attempt to account for dynamic stall in the
aerodynamic analysis of lifting rotors. Reference 7.1 is a recent example of this type of work, reference 7.2 attempts to establish the
causes for dynamic stall in the boundary layer, and reference 7.3 summarizes the work on dynamic airfoil stall.

, In testing the validity of the assumptions, the rotor wake downwash problem discussed in the following section cr-ds to the
unknowns and a high degree of sopnistication is required in the eAperinental methods to even attempt to separate airfoil phenomena
from wake phenjmena. The hingeless rotor shares all these problems with articulated and teetering rotors and it is beyond the scope of
this report to more than mention these problems. In practice, not only good data on the characteristics of the selected airfoil are
needed, but an airfoil design must represent a good overall compromise of conflicting requirements. Reference 7.4 reviews the airfoil
design methods presently available. Reference 7.5 reports on the development of a cambered airfoil fcr the Westland L, nx helicopter

White there are still considerable gaps in the aerodynamic airfoil modeling of lifting rotors for high lift operating conditions, the
high advance ratio, iow-lift flapping dynamics typical of winged or compound helicopter rotors car, be accurately modeled with only a
linear aerodynamic representation. The only airfoil data necessary are the lift-curve slopes for normal and reversed flow conditions.
Although this concept has been ,sed earlier (ref. 7.6), it has been formalized and prepared for easy application in reference 2 55, based
on an elastically restrained, centrally hinged rigid.blade model. The concept has been extended to include blade torsion in -eference
2.52 and blade flexibility in reference 2.82. The approximate validity of the concept not only for steady flight conditions but also for
responses to harmonic control inputs witl and without hub tilting momeit feedback has been demonstrated in low lift, wind tunnel
tests with a 7.5-ft hingeless rotor model (refs. 2.43, 2.45, 2.46 and 2.48). Wake downwash and blade elastic effects were omitted
in the comparisons with tests and according to reference 2.75, these effects were not always negligible. Nevertheless, the simple
aerodynamic modeling with a linear airfoil lift slope, both in normal and reversed flow, appears to be quite adequate for flapping
dynamics up to the highest a&ance ratios if stall in major disk areas is absent and if some corrections for wake and blade elasticity
effects are made. Compress;bility effects could be included by modifying the linear lift slopes in the affected regions without de
stroying the linear character of the analysis. The theory of reference 2 55 (as extended in refs. 2.52 and 2.S.1 yields only rotor lift
and hub moments, but yields no rotor horizontal forces which are needed for a complete flight dynamics analysis including phugoid and
dutch roll modes.

The simple relations that can be obtained even at a high advance ratio witt, linear lift slope airfoil modeling are based on the blade
" flapping equation in a rotating reference system (time unit 1/2):

(2/y) "+ C()3 + (2P2/y + K(4)ij3 = XmX(i) + eme(') (7.16)

where -) is the blade Lock nainber, P, the fundamental blade flapping frequency, X, the inflow velocity, positive up (velocity unit QR),
and 0, the blade pitch angle. The four functions of azimuth angle i in equation (7.16) are given in ref.rence 2.55. The hub moment
coefficient (positive down) in the rotating reference system is

CM/au1 = -(1/y)(P - 1)3 (7.17)

The pitching and rolling moment coefficients are

Cr./au = CMc/2ao, (7.18)

Ct/au = CMs/2au,

where a is the airfoil lift slope, o,, the solidity ratio of one blade, o, that of all blades, and CMc and CMs, the cosine and sine
components of CM. While this simple airfoil modeling, preferably with wake and blade elasticity corrections, is adequate for coupled
rotor-body dynamics, the inclusion of inplane blade dynamics requires airfoil drag data. The importance of stall for the stability
of the coupled flap-lag blade motions was mentioned previously.

7.4 Aerodynamic Wake Modeling
Aerodynamic wake modeling is a problem that articulated and teetering rotors have in common with hingeless rotors, although the

hingeless rotor is more sensitive to errors in inflow modeling.
For articulated rotors, uniform downwash from momeiitum tleory was usually adequate in flight dynamics studies except for (he

low-speed regime when it led to sizeable errors in lateral flapping. Nonuniform duwnwash was mainly of interest as a contributing
source of rotor vibrations. For hingeless rotors, however, waKe nonuniformity contributes substantially to fl.ght dynamic problems. It
affects control and other derivatives and can influence the stabity of the blade inplane motion. It is beyond the scope of this report to
review the large and rapidly growing literature on rotor wake ir ,estigaiions, and only a few comments are made. There are four sources
for wake modeling: momentum theory, vortex or potential theory, wake measurements, and indirect determinat on of wake
characteristics from rotor responses. For tcr!tering or articuiated rotors with zero or small hub moments, axial -,omentum balance is of
prime importance. For uniform disk loading and steaoy forward flight, a proportional relation between unilorm inflow and rotor lift
increments is obtained. Extending this concept to hingeless rotors requires an additional angular momentum balance about te
longitudinal and lateral axes. If a first harmonic inflow distribution is assumed,

X, = X0 + X, sin , + Xc cos , (7.19)

one obtains, after linearization, the following relations between inflow coefficient increments and rotor thr, st and moment coefficient
increments in hover (ref. 2.75):

o'CT/4Xo
AXs = -AC(, 3/4 X°1 (7.20)
Akc = -ACm 3/4 X.

For forward flight, one obtains

SX, = ACT/2p
AXs = -ACt 3/2p (7.21)
AXc = -6Cn 3/21

0' -00.- ~~~s I* A -"; . " :°° "<" " - .
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In a more refined, steady state momentum theory, the momentum balance is written for a small portion of the rotor disk and is
combined with the blade element lift expression. Then a nonuniform inflow distribution associated with nonuniform disk loading is
obtained over both the rotor radius and the azimuth angle. For hover, the inflow is zero in tha ce ter of the rotor and maximum at the
blade tip. The theoretical inflow distribution compares well with measured time averages of inflow.

A combined momentum and blade element theory, that yields both the blade loads and the nonuniform inflow distribution was
developed in reference 2.37 for high advance ratios. The theory is based on the linear lift Slope assumption both for normal and reversed
flow. The participating air volume is that of the sphere with radius BR. This volume is uniformly distributed ove, ' :k which results
in the height of the participating air cylinder of (4,'3)BR (B is the tip loss factor). The theory has not yet been checked against tests but
the mean inflow is the same as for the classical momentum theory.

Most of the recent rotor wake analyses use discrete vortex element representations For determining low frequency blade response,
the older models are not necessarily less accurate than the newer ones. In Reference 7.7, lateral flapping of articulated rotors at
low elvance ratios was best represented by use of the wake data of reference 7.8. In reference 7.9, this type of early vortfx theory is
extended and compared with tests for a teetering rotor at odvance ratios of 0.09 to 0.23. The Lockheed Rexor program uses an inflow
model based on these data (ref. 2.37). A review of modern work on rotor wakes is given in reference 7.10. A free wake analysis for
hover is described in reference 7.11. Such an analysis is oversophisticated for use in flight dynamics. A rather simple vortex wake
analysis for which all sried and trdiled vorticity is located in the horizontal plane behind the rotor is developed in reference 7.12,

Flight dynamics analyses are often performed with an inflow distribution that is uniform in the lateral direction and trapezoidal in
the longitudinal direction, the rear portion of the rotor disr, experiencing the larger downwash. The mean value of the inflow is
determi from axial momentum balance. The MBB Blama program uses this inflow model. Lockheed experience shows that the
,tability if the regressin 3 inplane blade mode is substantially affected by the fore ard aft nonuniformity of the inflow distribution.
Boeing-Vertol also found that air resonance stability limits for the BO 105 helicopter varied substantially with nonuniform inflow.

The rotor wake is very complex and is not yet fully understood even for steady flight conditions. In flight dynamics, however, the
wake for unsteady conditions is required, and very little information is available on this subject A distinction should be made between
unsteady wake effects or transient downwash dynamics and unsteady airfoi: aerodynamics, as developed for a lifting rotor in reference
7.13. In reference 7.13, the vorticity shed from the oscillating blade is assumed to be embedded in a uniform wake of the hovering
rotor. The theory predicts (and has been confirmed epeiinientally) blade flutter at low lift, which usually d1sappears with increasing
collective pitch. The theory has been extended to forward flight conditions. Reference 7.14 is a recent review of rotor unsteady
aerodynamics, however, most of this work is limited to high frequency flutter phenomena and is not applicable to flight-dynamic
problems.

An early nonsteady rotor wake model for hover, based on apparent mass momentum theory, is given in reference 7.15, this theory
correlates well with measured full scale rotor responses to rapid coller.tive pitch inputs. The air volume participating in the accelerdtion
i, assumed to be a cylinder of 0.85 radius height - the theoretical value obtained for a, mpermeab2, axially accelerated, circular disk.
A similar concept has been applied to hingeless rotor tilting motions in reference 7.16 and correlated with the model test results
prk sented in reference 2.83. The nonsteady inflow is described by adding rate terms to equation 7.20.

A;o + "oAo = ACT/4oX0
AXs -f s = -ACV 3/4 X0 (7.22)
,Xc + A c = -ACr 3/4 Xo)

This process is equivalent to passing the quasisteady wake components through a low pass filter, a procedure used in such global

programs as the Bell C 81 and the Lockheed Rexor (as noted, e.g., in ref. 2.40). The filter time constants To and r should be determinedeitter from theory or test results. Such results are available for a hingeless rotor model in references 2.43 and 2.45, although only for

lio-lift conditions. The time constants change substantially with rotor lift.
Hingeless rotor flapping amplitudes in response to cylic pitch inputs are strongly influenced by the wake (as shown in fig. 7.2

taken from ref. 2.83). The absolute value of the flapping amplitude per unit cyclic pitch amplitude is plotted versus the progiessing or
regressing cyclic pitch excitation frequency. The sol.d line represents
flapping without inflow; the dashed line represents the measured flapping 1 kIh l
amplitude. The advance ratio is zero, collective pitch is 50, the blade flapping
natural frequency is 1.22, and t;e blade Lock number *s y = 4.0. For a 1.1
steady cyclic pitch input, the inflow reduces flapping rnd thereby the
control power to 63%. This reduction was predicted, fo, example, in A
references 5.7 and 2.80, and it was shown that it can be d..alytically 9
represented by a redt,ction in blade Lock number. Not previously iecognized
was the amplification of the flapping response by the inflow at a low cyclic
pitch regressinn f-_j.incy. This phenomenon gradually disappears as the
i"- . ui,,c stiffness is reduced. .7

Both steady and unsteady rotor wake phenomena exert a substantial
influence on hingeless rotorcrait, particularly in low-speed flight, and wake
effects are not yet completely understood.

.5

8 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES /

Because of their novelty and their greater potential for instabilities, /
hingelrss rotors have stimulated the development of certain analysis .3 --
techniques.

1.1 Nonlinear Modeling

Nonlinearities in the equations of motion originate in aerodynamic, -1.0 . 0 .5 1.0
inertial, and structural effects Especially for hioi,:le s rotors, the structural 0 progr r..4.--. regr
nonlinearities are significant and can cause '-tibLmf,es of the coupled
flap lag torsion blade motions. If i inlinear terms are retaii,,d, the system of Fig 7 2 Effect of aerudynani k. wake on hinijeless
nonlinear equations must be solved by numercal integration The analysis is rotor flapping ampl ude in hover
accomplished in three steps (1) trim analysis, (2) time history after a
disturbance, and (3) dita processing to evaluate damping of critical modes Fur trun analysis, thle system is usuall siMiplified by
omitting individual blade degrees of freedom and by assuming that all blades perform the same motiin as a funMiuii Ut azimuth 11nile
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The blade motion is periodic with a frequency equal to the rotor rotational frequency. When the desired trim state is achieved, the
response to a certain input is computed, usually with a Runge-Kutta routine applied to a state variable form of the equations
(containing only first-order time derivatives).

Success in interpreting the time history depends on the selection of the input. To determine the damping of a certain mode, if the
natural frequency of this mode is known, a good input would excite this mode for several oscillations. Observation of tht deca, uf the
oscillations, after discontinuing the input, would provide the desired damping information. Figure 8.1 (taken from ref 2 1f0) shows the
comptjted time history of the BO-105 helicopter after periodic roll excitation at the frequency of the air resonance mode is explained
in section 5.1, at the operational rotor speed of the BO-105 helicopter, there are two modes with approximately the same natural
frequency. the highly damped roll mode with lightly coupled blade inplane motion and the liyhtly damped regressing inplane mode
with lightly coupled body roll motion. Figure 8.1 shows the rapid decay of the ;'idy roll mode (second curve from the top) and the
slow decay of the inplane mode (fourth curve) taken in the rotating reference system. Total flapping and total blade pitch amplitude are
little affected by roll excitation or its discontinuation. Figure 8.1 also shows the rapid buildup of both body roll and lead lag motion
after the periodic lateral cyclic pitch input begins. The responses of figure 8.1 do r,,t exhibit recognizeable nonlinear behavior, although
they are the results of a nor. -ar a, 'lysis. The responses would be quite similar for a linearized analysis that treated perturbations from
a trim condition.

* -. PERIOIC ROLL EXCITATION
LATERAL 5 LEVEL FLIGHT AT 80 KT
CYCLIC, 0l 7 7' COIL PITCH
DEG I100% RPMR511 

2,5 CPS ROLL

REOL"=" .ANGLE,

LADEG
•, -20

-' FLAPPING, 0. DEG

DECAY RATE

BLADE DCIRI
LEAD-LAG,
DEG

PITCH v j!"T 
O R S IO N , 

52 10O S REVOLUTIONS

fl I 2 3 SFC

Fig. 8.1 Time history after periodic roll excitation with frequency of air resonance mode.

Usually, time histories from nonlinear models are not as easy to interpret as those in Figure 8.1, where only two quite different
modes were properly excited near their natural frequency. The regressing -' ane mode was also easily detectable because of its low
damping. Identifying other modes and their frequencies and dampinj froi time histories is often difficult. A method used to separate
the transient of the reactionless inplane mode from the general bl.de r sponse is described in reference 2.38. The response is first
subjected to a fast Fourier transform that allows the determination of tt frequency of the mode under study. The response is then
Fourier analyzed with this frequency as base frequency, with the higher r-ourier series terms omitted. The time block for this Fourier
analysis is shifted several steps along the time axis, resulting in an amplitude decay with time from which the damping of the mode can
be determined. The method called "moving block peak plot" is applicable to time histories of transients obtained either with a
mathematical model or from experimental measurements.

Another approach to this problem is to linearize the nonlinear system at a given trim condition and determine frequencies,
damping, and mode shapes from the liner perturoation equations. For example, the Lockheea Rexor program in its "fly" mode, that
is, after trim is established, has an option available to perturb all 30 dynamic degrees of freedom at any azimuth position to obtain
periodic coefficients for a linear system of equations (see ref. 2 37). Mathematical analysis techniques for linear models are discussed in
section 8 3.

8.2 Multiblade Coordinates

Most global programs, such as the Lockheed Rexor, the Bell C-81, and the MBB Blama, use individual blade coordinates. Ar
exception is tle Boeing-Vertol C-56 program (Sec 7.1) that introduces (for a four bladed rotor) the three multiblade coordinates of
longtLdinal and lateral rotor tilt and coning. It only time histo'ies are required, from numerical step by step integration, multiblade
coordinates would probably offer no particular advantage except possibly to reduce the computation effort However, in a linearized
system o. equations which allows the determination of natural frequencies, damping, 2nd mode shapes, the use of multiblade
coordinates can substantially simplify the mathematical model Multiblade coordinates also make it easier to identify the multiblade
modes described in section 3 2.

The transformations between individual blade coordinates, Ak, and mu liblade coordinates 30, I, ,ii, .. are given by (see ref
2.85)

JkJ+ J1COS k+Ji 1sin k + Jil1cos 2  k iV sin 2 .k+ , k -1,2, ,N 18 11

with the inverse,

N N N
(1 /N) k. Ak, i = (2/N) :. Jk Cos 'k, 

3 1i (2/N) k- kslk
kIk 1 kA1

N N (8 2)
iIi = (2/N) k, Jk COS 2 Yk, OilV =12/N) k. sin 2 Ok

k~
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Of course, there must be as many multiblade c . -. ndtes as there are blades. When the number of blades N is even, equation (8.1)
contains N+1 multiblade cocroinates, however, t. coo,. 'ates can be combined. For example, for fuur blades, the last two terms of
equation (8.1) are for consecutive blades:

c .. +0111 COS 2k + 1lV sin 20 t

cok+l +0111 cOs2 k + 2 1V sin2 k +2 (8.3)

For conse.utive blades, these terms are the same with opposite sign. For the tk.,. blade, th'i expression is the same as for the first blade.
Therefore, the last two terms can be replaced by

gill cOs 2 Pk + )lV sin 2tk = Pd(-1)k (8.4)

For a six.bladed rotor, the last two terms of equation (8.1) can be replaced by

AV cos 3'k 0iVI sin 3 0k = 
9d(-1tk (8.5)

and so on. The inverse of equatnions (8.4) and (8.5) is
N

Ad =(1/N) E 0k(-1)k (8.6)
k= 1

Equation (8.6) ,s valid only for even N. The remaining multiblade coordinates and ail multiblade coordinates for odd N are detl.ow by
equation (8.2). If dk is the blade flapping angle, 3o represents coning, di represests forward tilting, iJi repr dents left tilting, the h,jher
multiblade cocrdinates represent warping, and d3d represents differential coning where subsequent blades have opposite amplitude. -
possible only for dn even number of blades. Mutiblade coordinates can be defined similarly for other blade m,.tions such as lead-lag aid
feathering, and also for elastic blade modes.

Without aerodynamic forces, the multiblade coordinates can be easily related to normal multiblade modes. For d3o and dd the
coordinates directl y represent two multiblade normal inodes in a vacuum (which can be termed collective and differential collective, or
reactioiiless, modes), the latter occurring onl, for even bladed rotors. The remaining mi,itiblade coordinates can be paired so that each

pair represents an advancing and a regressing normal mode. This will be shown for a ritor with three or more blades with thL tilting
coordinates i and I. In a vacuum, ,,.. individual blade flapping equation (assuming a rt 3id blade elastically hinged at the rotor center)
for the kth blade is, in a rotating reference system,

hk + Pk = 0 (8.7)

where P is the natural flapping frequency. For soft flapwise hingeless rotors, the va, e P is between 1.05 FnJ 1.15. Inserting into
equation (8.7), for each of the three blades

13k =PI cOs k +131! sin Ok

3 3
The resulting equation is denoted by FO(gW) = 0, and after forming k FO(k) cos k = 0 and k_ Fo(kk) sin 4~k = 0, a set of two

equations is obtained for the multiblade coor,.ates 0I and 11: k

- (P2 -1)0I +2311 =0 (
;I (P-')/11 1 0J(8.8)

i1 + (p2-)g _i2 3 =0

These equations are satisfied for

l= ell', j11 = ie'°t, w, = 1 ± P (8.9)

which describe advancing and regressing noriai mUdes. Siidaily, every other pair of cyclic multiblade coordinates defines two normal
modes in vacuum - an advancing mode and a regressing mode. In huver, these modes are damped, in forward flight, they become
aerodynamically coupled

Elastic rotor hub forces and moments are easily expressed in terms of the multiblade coordinates. The main computational
advantage of using them in a linear analysis is thdt the variability of the coefficients in the equ.itions of motion is much smaller than in
the equations fo, individual blades. The individual blade equatiuns, both in rotating and nonotating reference systems have periodic
coefficient: that vary with first, second, third, etc., harmonics of the rotor rotational frequency. In a multiblade representation of an
N bladed rotor, the- lowest harmunic of the coefficienb is the Nth for N udd, and the (N, 2)th for N even (ref. 2.85). For advance ratios

up to 0.4 and for rotors with three or more blades, a,, terms in the multiblade flapping equations with periodi. coefficients can usually
be omitted in a fi.ght dynamics analysis without appreciable errors, except rotorcraft with high gain feedback syste-,. Up to p 0.8, a
ri,ultiblade constant coefficient system of equatiuns a.dli be used as a first approximation to Cstablish the correct trends as indicated by

the dasicd ,out urves in figure 6.3. With individudl 1,dle cordinates, a cunstant coefficient approximation is not possible even for low
advance ratio.

For near hover conditions, a more compact furuiation for multiblade coordinates is obtained by use of complex notation isee

ref. 2.79). In this notation, equations (8.8) are written as

1 '+ (P 2-1)0 - 2i3 = 0 (8.10)

This can be seen by multiplying the second of equations (8.8) by i, adding it to the first, and substituting

d3= 91 + :A11 (8.11)

Except for low advance ratio, this substito',on into the multiblade equations is not suitable ince the complex amplitudes pi and pil are

not generally perpendicular to each other in the complex plane as they are in equation (8 9).

8.3 Linear Constant and Periodic Coefficient Modeling

For advance ratios up to about 0 4, the linear flight dynamics equations Lan usually be approximated by constant coefficient
equations if multiblade coordinates are used The equations dre writte in state variable form with only the first time derivatvc . The
complex eigenvalhes and eigenvectors can then be determined directly from

Fx (8.12)

• o .. .. o > -o o .% o
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where x is the state vector and F is the constant cI. efficient state matrix. For a fIight dynamics analysis with a flapping rotor with three

or more blades and a rigid body with a body fixed reference system, there aie 14 state variables, 8 for the body and 6 for the rotor. A

cost effective computer method of obtaining the complex eigervalues and eigenvectors is as fo'lows. First generate the coefficients PI,

P2, -. , p of the characteristic polynomial

X;n + p n - 1 +P - 2 + ... + Pn = 0 (8.13)

by the Leverrier-Faddev method (see, e.g., ref. 8.1). Then extract the real bid complex .onjugite roots by a subroutine also given in
reference 8.1. Finally, the eigenvectors are found with a simultaneous equatio.ls subroutine. The alternative root squaring or iteration
method was less cost effe:n' ,4 for problems of this size (see ref. 8.2).

The characteristic polynomial equation (8.13) has only real or complex coiltugate pairs of roots. For real eigenvalues, the
eigenvectors are also real. For complex conjugate eigenvalues the iegenvectors are alo complex conjugates. The reil mode for an
eigenvalue pair Xi ± iow, is found by

xi(t) = Aj e(Xj+iO100t + A; e(i-iwl)t (8.14)

where A, and A, are the complex conjugate pair of eigenvectors that .ndicate amplitude and phase relations between the state variables
for the jth mode. If A is the modal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors A,, an initial value problem can be wiitten in the form.

x(t) = Aa e(X+iw )t (8.15)

from which

a A-Ix(0) (8.16)

Differentiating equation (8.15) and inserting x(t) from equation (8.15) into (8.12) yields

A- 1 FA = X + iwo (8.17)

which shows that X+iw is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and A, the modal matrix of the state matrix F.

For advance ratios above 0.4, the periodic terms, even if multiblade coordinates are used, become increasingly more important and
Cdn lead to instabilities that are not predicted by the constant coefficient system of equations. Extending the preceding relations to
periodic linear systems is rather simple if the state transition matrix is used (see, e.g., ref. 8.3). The state transition matrix concept is
applied to helicopter dynamics in references 2.86, 2 47 and 2.85. Alternative, though less practical, solutions for the periodic linear
system equations are applied to helicopter dynamics in references 8.4 and 8.5. 1Reference 2.85 is followed here.)

Equations (8.12), (8.14), and (8.15) for constant coefficient linear systems remain the same for periodic linear systems, except
that the state and modal matrices F a id A are now periodic functions with period T. The state transition matrix 0(t,r) is defined by

O(tr) = F(t)¢(t,,) , ... O(r,;) = I (6.18)

1 his matrix can easily be generated by solving the initial value problem for each column ,vith one state variable being one at time t = r
and the others being zero. Set r u and simply write i(t) instead of O(t,0). By superposition, the general initial value problem can be
e.pressed with the state transitioi, matrix by

x(t) = (t)x(0) (8.19)

The initial value problem is also expressed with matrix A(t) by equation (8.15). After inserting equation (8.16) into (8.15) and
comparing the factors of x(0) on the right-hand sides of equations (8.15) and (8.19), one obtains

O(t) = A(t)e (X +l )t A- 1 (0) (8.23)

from which

Alt) = 0(t)A(0)e - (X+' w )t (8.21)

If equation (8.20) is written for t T and if AtO) = A(T), one obtains (after rearranging)

A-I(0)O(T)A(0) = e( X iow)T = A (8.22)

In comparison with equation (8 17), A is the diagonal rmatrix of eigenvalues of O(T) and A(0) is the associated modal matrix. Solving for
Xand o by

(X + iw )T = In A (8.23)

one finds that wT is not uniquely determined ince ±n21r can be added with an arbitrary integer n. Accordingly, the time varying
periodic modal matrix Alt) from equation (8.21) is also not unique. However, the noimal modes defined by

x(t) = AI(t) e(Xliioj)t (8.24)

are unique since, according to equation (8 21), they are the columns of the matrix O(t)A(0).

Whide the characteristic polynomial equation 'd. 13) has only real and complex conjugate roots for the time invariant state matrix

F. the characteristic polynomial for Q(T) can also have single complex roots. Since xl(t) in equation (8.24) is real, the np,)oil column
Alit) associated with a real root is also real. The modal column associated with a single complex root is complex s, mat x il from
equation (8.24) 1, ieal. Finally, for a uai, uf complex conlugate roots, the associated modal columns are complex coJugates so that

x(t) - At) e(Xj+'°j ) t + A'(t) e(li-OWI )t (8.25)
is again real. When computing the values At " I-, from equatioQ (8 23) for a complex conjugaie pair A, and \;, one mu t select from the
many possible values of -, a pair that is also complex conjugate to ensure that x,(t) from equation (8.25) is real.

For plots of the time variable normal modes, it is ,onveiient tu umit the exponential decay or amplificition factor elt. This was
done for the two examples of a normal mode uf a periodi.c system in fig- re 8.2 (taken from ref. 2.85). The figure refers to a hingeless
rotor with fixed hub and tilting moment feedback defied by equatiuiis (6.-. The blade Lock number is 8, the adva.,ce ratio is 0.8, the
blade flapping frequency is 1 151l, and tie fee!dback lain is K, - 0 8 The nodes are unstable since both values .f X, are positive. The
upper graph for d three bldded rut.r pimseits the three Multibldde cuurdinate. , ,.. ind ,II The figure shows an advanciig mode of

frequency 1.5SI with some coning partiLipation. The luwer graph fui a four bladed rutur therefore includes the differential coning

A
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coordinate 3d. The advancing mode frequency is now 0 84n2 and all four multiblade coordinates strungly parucipate. Note that the
unstable mode for the three-bladed rotor I,. associated with a single complex eigenvalue of O(T), while the unstable mode for the
four-bladed rotor is associated with a complex conjugate
eigenvalue of O(T). The first type of insttbility could not occur 2(a)
for a constant coefficient system. Reference 2.85 shows that, 8
for N = 3, this type of instability can also occur at an advance
ratio of 0.4 if K, > 1.2. Near the stability limit, the periodic N 3
terms can be important even at a low advance ratio, a;though K.8
for an adequate stability margin the constant coefficient
approach usually is sufficient.

While the natural modes of the periodic system (fig. 8.2) are 0
uniquely determined, the eigenvalues X + iw, are not, and if the \" T,
root plots are to be presented as in figures 6.3 and 6.5, a-- ". __

selection principle must be applied. The procedure used in these
figures was to compare the lower frequencies with those
obtained with the constant coefficient system, but to omit the
negative region of iw and move the curves into the positive -2 I I
half-plane. Curves corresponding to complex conjugate A, pairs 0 2 4 6
are recognized by their symmetry about the w = 0 and 1.5 lines
for three blades and about the w = 1 and 2 lines for four blades. (b)

8.4 Linear Stochastic Modeling / N +024_+.84i
Hingeless rotorcraft without feedback systems or without 0O \// -., -

large horizontal tails are sensitive to turbulence in the upper -- "
/A =.8speed range. It is of interest to determine the response to / 8 / .

atmospheric turbulence and its variation with basic rotor N=4/
parameters as well as feedback system parameters. Unlike 0 - B Z/7 /
fixed-wing aircraft for which an extensive literature on analysis 0 Ki=.8
and testing of turbulence responses exists, very little , -,i
information is available on the responses of rotorcraft to/
turbulence. If the derivative approach to rotorcraft flight \ \
dynamics is used, the analytical methods are the same as those \ ,..-

used for airplanes. The von Karman.Taylor atmospheric- I

turbulence model is usually assumed according to which the -2
horizontal and vertical turbulence velocity components relative 0 2 4 6
to the aircraft can be stochastically described by a continuous t
linear Gauss-Markov process. The covariance or power spectral
density functins depend only on one physical parameter. the Fig. 8.2 Unstable modes of hingeless rotors with lagged
turbulence scale leogth L that varies from a few hundred feet at rotor tilting feedback at advance ratio of 0.8.
low altitude to a few thousand feet at high altitude. The aircraft
turbulence response then depends on the ratio of the turbulence scale length to a suitable aircraft length. For rotorcraft, the rotor
radius R is used as the reference length so L/R is the parameter that determines the turbulence response at a given advance ratio p.

As discussed previously, the derivative approach to rotorcraft flight dynamics gives erroneous resu,,b for the short-time responses
important in determining rotorcraft response to turbulence. In a 'rotorcraft turbulence analysis, the first three multiblade tiapping
coordinates o, ,

3
i, and 1 should be included. For a higher advance ratio the periodic terms must be retained in the system equations.

The problem then is to compute the random response of a linear, periodic, time varying system to random Gaussian inputs with given
power spectral density or given autocorrelatiOn function. According to a general theorem on random processes, the response of a linear
system to Gaussian input is also Gaussian. A Gaussian process is uniquely determined by mean and Lovariance functions of time.

Problems can often be solved without assuming the Gaussian character of the stochastic processes. i4 one is interested only in
covariances or power spectral densities, the weaker assumptions of the so-called meaii square calculus are sufficient If one is interested
in obt, ning threshold crossing statistics necessary for structural reliability considerations, the stronger assumption of Gaussian
processes must be made. From the point of view of mean square calculus, one considers weakly stationary random processes, for which
the covariances and power spectral densities are time invariant. This concept has been extended in reference 8 6 to weakly periodic
random processes for which the covariances are periodic fuliitions of time. It can easily be shown that a linear stable periodic system
steadily excited by a veakly periodic random process with the same period has responses that are also weakly periudic random
processes. This occurs when a r.)torcraft flies with constant speed through a region uf constant atmospheric turbulence.

There are several methoes of computing the random response of a time-varying linear system tW adndom inputs. Reference 2 87
uses a frequency domain appioach (outlined in ref. 8.7) to compute random rotor blade vibrations. This method is practical for given
input power spectral density. If the input can be represented as filtered white roise, a time domain method used in automatic control
theory, (ref. 8.8) can be more i.'mputer cost effective (ref. 2.84). The filter method was also applied to rotor random response analyses
in retei,..,,.,. 8.9, 8.10, and 6 2. lk correct stochastic lifting rotor analysis with the proper correlations of the blade luads both spanwise
and azimuthwise has not yet been performed Partial s( lutions for restrictive conditioi is are preseiited in references 8 11 and 8.12 The
usual assumption is tl.mt the entire rotor experiences the turbulence velocities that occur at the center of the rotor. The adequacy ot this
"point" assumption has been checked in reference 8.13 by accounting for the Lorrelations between vertical turbulence velocities across

the rotor disk in the longitudinal direction. Only the 0.7R station was considered and lateial correlations were omitted. it was found
that for a turbulence scale Itngthrotor radiub ratio of 4, the correlation across the rotor dik had little effect on the random blade
response compared to the "point" approximation Usually, L,'R is much larger than 4 0 Fur a low altitude turbuleiice scale length of L
= 400 ft anid a rotor diameter of 66 ft, LIR = 12. Tht point approx nation therefore appears tu be well JustIfieU for current rotorcraft,
at least so far as the first blade flapping mode is concerned.

No turbulence response anay q has been performed with the complete rotor body system, and iiu tests are avildabie with which to
compare the results of such an analysis. However, data are available for fixed hub and tilting mument feedback Figure 8 3 (takeri trom
ref. 2.85) shows the standard deviation of the flapping amplitude over one rotor otation period for the same case as shown in figure 6 3

for an advance ratio of p = 1.6 0 nd a turbulence scale, rotur radius ratio of 12. The response shown is fur a unit standard deviatiun of
the dimensionless vertical turbulence elocity. It is seen that feedback with a gain of K, - 0 1 in equation (6.51 resAits in sume ieduction

01 1~ 1, o^ . -,. o:
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V 0 in o1 (t), but feedback with a gain of K, = 0.2 reverses the trend. This
results from a reduction in the damping of certain rotor modes as the
flapping stability limit is approached.

It can be said that the analysis techniques for linear stochastic
N=3 modeling of rotorcraft flight dynamics are available but have not yet

8 L/R=1 2 been applied except to restricted cases.

9 MODEL AND FL:GHT-TESTING TECHNIQUES AND
Ki 0 RESULTS

.2 The special problems of hingeless rotors have stimulated an
6 1 interest in dynamic model and flight testing. A survey of modern test

methods and some selected test results is therefore appropriate.
Some aspects of testing hingeless rotor models are included in
reference 9.1.

9.1 Model Testing for Derivatives4
A derivative flight dynamics analysis assumes that the cotor

adjusts itself instantaneously to changes in the body linear and
angular velocity components. The rotor state variables - tilt and rate
of tilt, coning and rate of coning - are neglected. Cyclic and
collective controls are also assumed to have instantaneous responses.
A 6 X 6 matrix of rotor aerodynamic derivatives relates the three

/ forces and three moments about the aircraft center of gravity to the
three linear and three angular velocity components. Furthermore, a 6
X 3 matrix of control derivatives relates the body forces and

01 moments to the cyclic and collective pitch inputs, resulting in a total
of 54 defivatives Some of the derivatives are zmall and ean be

4 7r 5 7r 6 Yr neglected, but many should be measured in a proper wi,. tunnel
model program. Because of the nonlinearity of the rotor
characteristics, the derivatives depend on the trim condition and they
also change strongly with advance ratio. The set of pertinent

Fig. 8.3 Effit of lAgged tilting moment feedback gain on derivatives must therefore be measured for many flight conditions.
flapping standard deviation from atmospheric Usually, there are strong interference effects between rotor and body
turbulence. which need to be measured. An example would be to determine the

tail effectiveness or fixed-wing contributions by measuring the rotor
forces and moments separately from the body forces and moments To gain some iisight into the interference phenomenon, it is also
desirable to measure the flow-field near the tail surfaces or the fixed ving.

A complete derivative model test program for a rotorcraft is a vast enterprise and is unoertaken rarely if at all. The usual a-ument
against the effort is that Jl'e Reynolds or Mach number scaling effects are so great that the results cannot be applied accurately to the
full.scale vehicle. While this -s true if the measured derivatives are applied directly, the test data can be correlated with analytical data
and can contribute to the substantiation of analytical models. Unless the test data are evaluated properly, including corrections for
Reynolds or Mach number effects or other inadequacies of the model, the :aw test data should be applied with i ,,ervations

Some aircraft derivatives and a comparison with analysis are shown in figures 9 1 and 9.2 for the Froude Scale model of the ABC
vehicle (ref. 2.63). The fifth-scale model was tested to an advance ratio of 0 1 on the Princeton Dynamic Model Track facility Thr
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Fig. 9.1 Pitching moment derivative with angle of attack and with speed for ABC fifth scale model
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Fig. 9.2 Pitch, roll, and yaw control derivatk'es for the ABC fifth.scale model.

model/full-sc31e rotor tip speed ratio is 0.44. The Reynolds number ratio is 0.085. Blade mass and elastkity and body mass and
moments of inertia are properly scaled. The blade rotating flapwise frequency is 1.45 , the blade frequency of the full scale rotor.
There are three blades per rotor. The model disk loading was 1.54 psf compared to 7.85 psf for the full scale vehicle. The mome-its

given (ir
1 

in.-Ib) are for the model scale.

Figure 9.1 coranr ares the measured speed stability and angle-of-attack stability derivatives versus advance ratio #. with analytical
values and values for a typical articulated rotorcratt. The right-hand graphs give the effect of flight path angle ) on the derivatives at p -

0.10. Negative 3" represents descent. Both speed stabilty and angle-of-attack instability are greater by an ordei of magnitude than for an
articulated rotorcraft despite a large horizontal tail surface. The analytical values are considerably in error at/ p 0,05, presumably
because of an inadequate rotoi wake representation Speed and angle-of-attack derivatives become zero in a descent. The horizontal tail
is apparently outside the rotor wake downwash area in this descent condition, and the tail more effectively compensates the rotor

angle-of-attack insta.bidty

The pitch, roll, and yaw contiol derivatives shown in figure 9.2 are several timeS greater than for an articulated rotor Pitch control

power increases with speed and roll control power decreases with speed. The analytical prediction is again in error at p 0.05. probably
because of the rot',r wvake representation. Yaw controi power decreases with ,ddvance ratio, espsecially in a descent at p - 0.1. Thle lack
of yaw control power from nifleretial collective pitch in a descent is typical of coaxial or synchropter configuiations and is not related
to the high blade flapping stiffness of the ABC.

Another set of hingeless rotor derivatives Itaken from ref 2 751 is shown ,n figure 9.3 Eleven derivatives are plotted versus
advance -atio The flap frequency is 1 1 7S and the biade Lock number .s4.2. The test data were obtained with a four bladed. 7 5 ft
rotor model in the USAAMROL Ames 7 by 10 foot WVind Tunnel at approximately zero lift (see ref 2 431 The solid lines are from a
linear analysis that includes blade bending flexibility but riot downwasii effects The dashe.d lines are from the same linear analysis and
ir zlude an empirical downwash model developed in relerenci. 2 75 Fo, some derivatives, the downwash is not important Others are

affected substantially by downwash, particularly at low advance ratio

9.2 Model Frequency Response Testing

Frequency response testings is practical onlyt for wind tunnel models Extensive frequency response measurements with a 7 5 ft
hingeless rotor model, using harmonic inputs to the cyclic and cuilective controls, are presentedl in reference 2.46 and summarized in
reference 2.45. Respo~tses to harmon.c hutL pitch and roll angular iotations are presented in reference 2.43. Only low lift condiions
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Fig. 9.3 Comparison of eleven analytical and experimental hingeless rotor derivatives for a
Lockheed 7.5-ft hingeless rotor model in the USAAMRDL Ames 7-by-10-Foot Wind
Tunnel, P = 1.17, ) = 4.2.

were testeo and the blades were quite stiff flapwise with rotating flap frequencies of 1.33, 1.56, and 2.32E2. The advance ratio range was
0.29 to 1.44, . I the forcing frequency range was 0.04 to 4,2. This frequency range covers the regressing, coning, and advancing rotor
mode frequencies.

Figure 9.4 compares analytical and experimental longitudinal tilting responses to longitudinal cyclic control input for a flapping
frequency of 1.5692 at an adv ince ratio of 0.79. The solid line represents the analytical result L.sing the linear theory of reference 2.55,
which includes reversed flow effects, assumes a rigid blade flexibly hingeu at the rotor center, and neglects the rotor downwash.
Generally, this analytical model corrlates quite We with the tests, although the logarithmic scale for the amplitude ratio tends to
obscure discrepancies between the analysis and test results. An increase of 6 dB corresponds to a doubling of the amplitude ratio. Tne
two response peaks at the regressing and advancing flapping mode frequencies are clearly predicted b the analysis. The measured phase
angles also correlate well with the analytical results. The agreement between analysis and test results is nut as good for lower blade
flapping frequencies.
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Fig. 9.4 Comparison of analytical and experimental longitudinal tilt frequency response

to longitudinal cyclic pitch, p 0.79, P = 1.56.
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Figure 9.5 (taken from ref. 2.43) compares analytical and test results for the longitudinal tilt response to harmonic hub pitching.

The flap frequency is 1.56S2 and the advance ratio is 0.41. Compared to figure 9 4, the gain (in dB) is much larger. The deviations
between analytical and test results are now substantial, most likely because of resonance of the model fuselage. The actual motion at
the hub was not measured and may have been affected by model fuselage vibration modes. Since none of the test conditions were near a
flapping stability limit, the constant coefficient multiblade representation was adEquate for predicting the frequency response (as
expected from fig. 6.3 and confirmed in ref. 2.45). The savings in computer effort with the multiblade constant coefficient
approximation are considerable since time histories and the associated Fourier analysis are avoided.
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Fig. 9.5 Comparison of analytical and experimental longitudinal tilt frequency response

to hub pitch;py = 0.41, P n 1.56.

The frequency response tests reported in references 2.45 and 2.46 were also extended to include lagged rotor tilting moment
feedback (described in Sec. 6.2). Figures 9.6 and 9.7 compare the longitudinal tilting response to harmonic collective pitch input, open
loop, and closed loop, respectively. The advance ratio 13 0.54 and the flapping frequency is 1.332. Below a frequency of 0.2S2, the
closed-loop system shows a much lower response than the open-loop system However, the regressing mode at 0.33n shows a higher
response with the closed-loop system. In the low-frequency range, the phase changes from zer: for the open loop system to 900 for the
closed-loop system. It is thus evident that improved flight dynamics of the lagged tilting moment feedback system would be offset by a
greater flapping response to gusts at the regressing flapping mode frequency.
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Fig. 9.43 Experimental longitudindl tilt frequency response to :ollective pitch,
j= C.54 P = 1.33.

9.3 Transient Testing for Lightly Damped Modes

Transient testing, that is, the recording of transients after a pulse excitatin, is widely used in flight testing Unavoidably, several
modes are excited simultaneously and it is difficult to separate them except when all modes but one are well damped. The lightly
damped or amplified mode persists longer than the well damped modes, and the frequency and damping of this mode can be measured
Of the flight dynamics modes, the phugoid usually has the least damping and *he longest period and can be conveniently studied in
flight Figure 9.8 compares analytical and test data for the period and time to double amplitude of the phugoid for the 80 105
helicopter (ref, 2.20). The test data were evaluated from pitch attitude and pitth rate measurements after a collective pitch pulse
Coupling with lateral and yawing motions was small at the lower speeds and dli controls were held fixed after the collective pitch pulse.
At high speeds, coupled later;l and yawing motions are minimized by appropriate control inputs The shrte;t time to double amplitude
that could be measured with this technique was about 3 seconds. As show.i in figure 9.8, this occured at 100 knots.
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Fig. 9.7 Experimental longitudinal tilt frequency response to collective pitch including
rotor lagged tilting feedback; p = 0.54, P = 1.33.
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Fig. 9.8 Phugoid period and doubling time for BO-105 'P!;copter - comparison of
analytical and test data.

Another lightly damped mode for hingeless rotorcraft is the regrrssing inplane or air rebonance mode. Its frequency is very close to
the difference of rotor rotational speed and blade inplane frequency. This mode is excited in flight with a brief lateral stick ovzillation
at roughly the air resonance frequency. A response similar to the computed response shown in figure 8.1 is then superimposed on the
steady state or trim forced response of the blade inplane deflection. Since the frequency of the desired mode is known, it is necesary
only to filter out the trim response, either with an on line filter or during subsequent data processing. The former is preferable so that
the telemetered response can be directly observed on an oscilloscope or on oscillograph records.

The excitation of the air resonance mode in flight as not without danger. The dmpiii ratio is at best only a few percent and may
be ampitude dependent if frictior, is the main source uf damping. The mude may be stable for small excitation end unstable for large
excitation. The nonlinearity of the phen.mena that sometimes extend beyond the linear stability limit to a limit cycle does not
necessarily provide a practical protection, as can be seen from an example in reference 2 78, whichi shows large limit cycle amplitudes
beyond the linear stability limit. Other types of nonlinearity, for example, in structural damping, may be beneficial. Because of the
dangers involved, it is not advisable to approach the air resonane kaility limit in transient flight testing. The tests should be used
merely to substantiate and refine an analytical model that can then be used to predict the condit, n for actual instability, which of
course, should be well outside the flight envelope.

In testing scaled models of rotorcraft, one usudlly relies on natural disturbances to excite a potentially unstable mode and snubbers
are used as soon as the divergence of the mode is apparent An on line filter that allows une to better iecognize the potentially unstable
mode on the oscilloscope is also desirable for model transient kesting. The techiiique of last Fourier traisform spectral anslysis and
'3ving block peak plots (discussed in Sec. 8.1) is also suitable for on line application. Figure 9.9 (taken from ref. 2.12) shows the body
roll, body pitch, and blade chordwise momer' -aces for a hingeless rutorcraft model representative of the B0-105 helicopte The air
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Fig. 9.9 Air resonance mode divergence measured for a Boeing-Vertol hingeless rotorcraft model,
representative of the 80-105 helicopter.

resonance stability limit in term. - collective pitch setting (13' ) was slightly exceeded and the resulting oscillatory divergence was
terminated by snubbing the body. In some cases, it is safer to excite the mode of interest well below the stability limit where natural
disturbances are ineffective. This method was used successfully in d hover condition for the tests reported in references 2.71 and 2.74.

9.4 System Identification from Transients

The method of system identification outlined below has not yet been applied tu hingeless rotorcraft or to rotorcraft models, but
may become an important tool in the future. rhe method uses transient test data to determine the state matrix F in equatioi (8.12j.
After the state matrix is obtained, mooe shapes, frequent es. and dampingscan be determined usiny the methods outlined in section 8.3.
Therefore, the strongly damped modes as well as the weakly damped modes, can be obtained hom tle test data. Furthermore, forced
response analyses can be performed on the basis of a state matrix extracted, either in part or entirely, from transient tests.

To be successful, the transients used in this method must involve all modes of the system. Also, the analytical des1ription of the

system (Eq. 8.12) must be adequate. If essential state variables are omitted (e.g., rotor flapping), one could not expect a system
identification that is valid in all respects. The identification method is flexible, for example, a priori knowledge of some of the state
matrix components can be used while identifying those components that are not known or are not well knuw. System identification
methods can be basea on the extended Katlr-an filter given, for example, in reference 8.8. A rather sinipile parameter estimiatun 5l

possible with a linear estimator deoived from the Kalman filter equations if the state variables anrd their rates have been ieasured. The
method allows for wide variation in the initial estimate of the parameters and in the vdriance of the initial estimate. Fur example, th
initial estimate can be zero and its variance arbitrarily large. A transient record with adequate excitation Uf all essential modes wdil then
provide - after numerical intetation of a set of ordinary differential equations - final values for the parameter estimates d I tlieii

variances. If the variance of the estimate approaches zero, no further information is obtained by processing the transient data.

This method of parameter estimation oes not allow for measurement noise in the state variables, and it lumps both measurement
noise for the accelerations and process noise into one noise vector. If measurement errors are present in the state vect0m ineasuemieiits',

the estimation is biased by an amount appruximately inversely rupurtonal to the sigiial, nise ratiu i i the state v.ttu ieasuieneiIts
(ref. 9.21. The estimate is also biased if the system is nonlinear. If tile state variable measurements aie polluted by high frequency
r,oise, the data should be smoothed by a low-pass filter the* dues not produce phase shifts in the signal. SuLh a dyital filte was

developed by Graham (ref. 9.3). Care must be taken that the filter does not exclude frequenriLes that are SigiifiCd.t for thi system The
response data can also be improved by making use of relatiunships aniong the various response signals. These ielatiu.l cdl be used ds
process equations in a Kalman filter along with measurement equations that contain the smoothed measurements.

If the state variable rates are not known, and if the state variabl measurements include large errus, a nunlined dlyUlithini must be
used where state varables and parameters are estimated simultaneously. The nonlinear identification schemies r1 qlUe a miuLh tliatem
computation effort and can easily become unstable unless rather good initial estimates are used fur the pardineters. A linedi
identification scheme that uses measurements of the state variables and their rates has been used in references 3.4 diid 3 5 tu initiate d

nonlinear identification scheme of the flight dynamics state matrix of the i H 53A artiUculated rotor fielicupter. The nieusued tiamiseints
were first smoothed with the help of a digital Graham type filtei, thei iurther treated with a Kalman filet based ull muathiemacial
relations between the test variables (not the system equatmuns). The third step was the plardtate estimate with a linea Idemifiait.on

scheme in the form of a least-squares algorithm. The fourth step wvi tme nonlinear identification s 'eme based on the results k, the
linear estimation scheme. The estimates from the linear method were riot much different frum the final values of the nuiilinedr .ihenme

and appear to be adequate in many cases.

As mentioned previously, the two main requirements for sucessful icdentifidcatui are excitatiuni U,' all niodes iin tile taicnslents alid

an adequate mathematical model for the system. To satisfy the first requirement, referente 3.5 uses the records frum several tflleient
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flight maneuvers simultaneously. The importance of the second requirement is shown in figure 9.10 (taken from ref 3.4). It refers to
the CH-53A helicopter (100 inots flight speed, 33,500 lb weight, and an aft c.g. location). The ransients on which the identifications
are based have been obtained from an elaborate nonlinear analytical model. The 6 D. 0. F. qua,.i static response from a conventional
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Fig. 9.10 Roll acceleration time history comparisons of three different linear models with
that of a nonlinear model for the CH-53A helicopter at 100 knots.

derivative analysis shows a response quite different from the "true" response obtained with the nonlinear analytical model After the
state matrix is identified, the responses to control pulses were computed, the roll acceleration is shown in figure 9 10 Identifying the
state matrix (from the "true" response) for a linear 6 D. 0. F. system results in a response similar to that for the derivative approach.
Identitying the state matrix for a linear 9 D. 0. F system, including rotor states, results in a response quite similar to the "true"
response up to 3 seconds from the control pulse. This illustrates the fact that the identification scheme needs the correct system

4 equations and that the conventional derivative approach is inadequate for the :hort-term response within a few setonds after a control
pulse. Long-term responses such as the phugoid can, however, be correctly predicted with the conventional derivative approach so that
the 6 D. 0. F. identification is useful in this respect.
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